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Preface
The work that I present in this thesis was performed in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy at Louisiana State University, under the supervision of Dr. Mette
Gaarde and Dr. Kenneth Schafer. The work can be divided into two separate,
but related topics: the resonant interaction of light with gas-phase atoms in high
harmonic generation (HHG) at the single atom level, and the resonant interaction
of light with a macroscopic number of gas-phase atoms in transient absorption. As
such, I have divided this thesis into two parts.
In Part I, we study the resonant interaction of light with gas-phase atoms in
HHG. HHG is a physical phenomenon that occurs when an intense infrared (IR)
laser beam passes through a gas of atoms, and leads to the generation of ultrafast, coherent extreme ultraviolet (XUV) light. On the single atom level, one can
understand HHG in a simple three-step, semi-classical model. In this model, an
atomic electron first tunnel ionizes out of the atomic core due to the strong field,
is then accelerated away from the atomic core as a free particle in the laser field,
and is then driven back to the core to recombine with the atom and give off a highenergy-photon from the excess energy picked up by ionizing and accelerating. This
allows for the conversion of easy-to-make, low-energy photons into difficult-to-make,
high-energy-photons. HHG is often used as an XUV light source in experiments
studying atomic and molecular resonant interactions. Rapidly, however, interest is
growing in using HHG, not just as a light source, but directly as a source of information about the resonant interactions that occur when the electron is ionized,
accelerated, and recombined. This is what we explore in Part I of this thesis. In
Chapter 1, we give a brief introduction to HHG and discuss how it can be used
to study resonant interactions in atoms. In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the
numerical techniques that we use throughout the thesis, in order to calculate the
response of an atom to a laser pulse. In Chapter 3, we discuss enhancement of
HHG through Stark-shifted resonances and the interplay of the resonant interaction
with the typical quantum trajectories in HHG. In Chapter 4, we close by presenting
a new approach for studying resonant enhancement that we have developed. Portions of the research in Chapter 4 were done in collaboration with Yann Mairesse’s
experimental group at the University of Bordeaux.
In Part II, we study the resonant interaction of light with a macroscopic medium
in transient absorption. Transient absorption is an all-optical technique that makes
use of an ultrafast XUV pulse and a moderately strong IR pulse to study electron
dynamics. In this thesis, we examine the influence that a resonant macroscopic
medium can play in transient absorption. We look at two influences: (i) We examine
how a macroscopic medium can change the absorption line shape of a resonance.
This absorption line shape is typically assumed to be independent of the medium,
and controlled only by the gas species and the IR pulse. Demonstrating that this
assumption can break down, and when, is an important part of this research. (ii)
We also look at how a macroscopic medium can be used to steer resonant emission
iv

in a different direction. In Chapter 5, we introduce transient absorption and the
numerical techniques needed to extend single atom calculations to a macroscopic
medium. Then in Chapter 6, we look at resonant pulse propagation changes to the
absorption line shape in transient absorption. Finally, in Chapter 7, we examine a
new technique that we have developed for controlling the direction of XUV light with
a dressing IR pulse. The research presented in this portion of the thesis was done
closely in collaboration Arvinder Sandu’s experimental group at the University of
Arizona (Chapter 6) and Johan Mauritsson’s experimental group at Lund University
(Chapter 7).
Many of the ideas and results presented in this thesis have appeared previously
in the following publications:
• S. Camp, K. J. Schafer, and M. B. Gaarde. Interplay between resonant enhancement and quantum path dynamics in harmonic generation in helium,
Phys. Rev. A 92, 013404 (2015). Parts of Chapter 3 are based on this publication.
• S. Beaulieu, S. Camp, D. Descamps, A. Comby, V. Wanie, S. Petit, F. Legare,
K. J. Schafer, M. B. Gaarde, F. Catoire, and Y. Mairesse. Role of Excited
States in High-order Harmonic Generation, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 203001
(2016). Parts of Chapter 4 are based on this publication.
• C.-T. Liao, A. Sandhu, S. Camp, K. J. Schafer, and M. B. Gaarde. Beyond
the single atom response in absorption lineshapes: Probing a dense, laserdressed helium gas with attosecond pulse trains, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 143002
(2015). Parts of Chapter 5 and 6 are based on this publication.
• C.-T. Liao, A. Sandhu, S. Camp, K. J. Schafer, and M. B. Gaarde. Attosecond
transient absorption in dense gases: Exploring the interplay between resonant
pulse propagation and laser-induced line-shape control, Phys. Rev. A 93,
033405 (2016). Parts of Chapter 5 and 6 are based on this publication.
• M. Wu, S. Chen, S. Camp, K. J. Schafer, and M. B. Gaarde. Theory of
strong-field attosecond transient absorption, J. Phys. B 49, 062003 (2016).
Parts of Chapter 5 and 6 are based on this publication.
• S. Bengtsson, E. W. Larson, D. Kroon, S. Camp, M. Miranda, C. L. Arnold,
A. L’Huillier, K. J. Schafer, M. B. Gaarde, L. Rippe, and J. Mauritsson.
Space-time Control of Free Induction Decay in the Extreme Ultraviolet, Nature Photonics 11(4), 252-258 (2017). Parts of Chapter 7 are based on this
publication.
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Abstract
We present a theoretical study of the influence of resonant enhancement on high
harmonic generation for harmonics near the ionization threshold of helium and argon
atoms. This is done by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for
the interaction between an atom and a driving laser pulse. By varying parameters
of the driving laser pulse, we are able to identify the enhancement of harmonics
resulting from multiphoton resonances between the ground state and Stark-shifted
excited states of the atom. In this way, spectral and temporal signatures of resonant
enhancement are identified and highlighted. We also study trajectory dynamics in
HHG. For resonances occurring at the peak intensity of the driving laser pulse, we use
time-frequency analysis on the emission to show that both long and short quantum
path contributions to the harmonic yield can be enhanced. In this case, we also
show that the phase of the long quantum path can be perturbed by the resonant
interaction. For resonances occurring at intensities below the peak intensity, we
demonstrate a new approach to studying resonant enhancement in both the time and
spectral domain. This approach allows us to separate the long and short quantum
path spectrally, allowing for unique insight into quantum path dynamics during the
interaction with the strong laser field. We compare our results to those of recent
experiments and find good agreement.
We also present a theoretical study of the interaction of extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) pulses with a resonant macroscopic medium in transient absorption. In order to do this, the coupled TDSE and Maxwell’s wave equation (MWE) are solved
for an electric field propagating through a gas of atoms. We first show that a resonant medium can act to greatly alter the absorption line shape of an XUV pulse,
when the medium is optically thick and the resonance is long-lived. This is demonstrated to be an effect of resonant pulse propagation, a temporal reshaping of light
pulses interacting with long-lived resonances (relative to the duration of the pulse).
The evolution of this spectral and temporal reshaping with increased propagation
distance and gas pressure is investigated, both theoretically and experimentally. We
next demonstrate a new optical tool that we have developed for controlling the spatial properties of XUV light. This optical tool uses an infrared pulse to tailor the
emission direction of free-induction decay in a gas after a resonant XUV pulse excites the atoms. This technique is explored in both theory and experimental work,
demonstrating the spatial control in two different geometries. It is also shown that
this technique can be used to spectrally study the atomic response of atoms independently from the excitation pulse. This is a unique scenario, as typically the atomic
response is measured as absorption in the spectrum of the excitation pulse.

x

Part I
Resonant interactions in high harmonic generation at the single atom
level

1

Chapter 1
High harmonic generation
In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to high harmonic generation (HHG)
in gases, a process in which intense, long-wavelength laser light interacting a gas of
atoms (nobel gases, typically) generates light with much shorter wavelengths. First,
we provide some general background and history on the discovery of HHG. Then we
explore concepts necessary for understanding the physics driving HHG, and that will
permeate this entire thesis. Finally we discuss the two different ways in which this
thesis uses HHG as a tool to study resonant interactions. Note that in this thesis, we
generally consider linearly polarized laser pulses interacting with gas-phase atoms,
with laser intensities such that we need only to consider the electric field interaction
with the atom. That is, magnetic field interactions only become important at laser
intensities several orders of magnitude stronger than we consider in this work [1].

1.1

Introduction to HHG

A harmonic of an electric field is simply another electric field with a frequency that
is an integer multiple of the original frequency. Hence electric fields with frequencies
2f , 3f , and 4f are referred to as the second, third, and fourth harmonic of an electric
field with frequency f (the fundamental), or H2, H3, and H4, in shorthand. In this
thesis, we consider only odd order harmonics, since the even orders are forbidden
in gas-phase systems with inversion symmetry. As is well known, in free space the
relationship between light’s frequency, wavelength, and photon energy is given by
E
c
= ,
(1.1)
λ
h
where f is the frequency of the light, c is the speed of light, λ is the wavelength of the
light, E is the photon energy of the light, and h is Planck’s constant. This implies
that the qth harmonic of a field with photon energy E and wavelength λ will have
photon energy qE and wavelength λq . This means that high-order harmonics of lowphoton-energy, long wavelength light will be high-photon-energy, short wavelength
light. Coherent short wavelength light in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV, from 124
nm to 10 nm) and x-ray regime (10 nm to .01 nm) is desirable for a multitude
of uses in spectroscopy and imaging applications [2–6]. Short wavelength light is
generally required for the study of atomic excitation and resonances. For example,
to promote an electron in helium from its ground state to the 2p excited state, one
needs a photon energy close to 21.1 eV, or 60 nm light. It is, however, much harder
to produce and control short wavelength light than its visible (400 nm to 750 nm)
or near infrared (IR, 750 nm to 1400 nm) counterpart, and often requires nonlinear
generation processes.
f=

2

In 1967, it was observed that shining an IR laser through a gas of atoms could
be used to produce odd harmonics of the input laser [7]. By todays standard, the
intensity of the light was relatively low and only low-order harmonics were observed.
In the weak-field (low intensity) limit, the harmonic generation process can be understood in the perturbative regime, as the atom absorbing q photons of the driving
field and then emitting a single photon with q times the original photon energy. The
probability for this to occur becomes exponentially smaller as q increases. This leads
to a rapid decline in harmonic yield as the harmonic order is increased, significantly
limiting the number of harmonics that can be generated in this way. Generally,
weak-field harmonic generation is only useful for directly generating harmonics up
H5, however, atomic resonances (which increases the probability of multiphoton
processes) can be used to push this limitation all the way to H11 [8].
Laser design improved, and by the late 1980’s scientists were able to push laser
intensities into the strong field regime, where the laser-interaction potential is comparable to the atomic potential interaction. In the strong field regime, the number
of odd harmonics generated by passing an IR laser through a gas of atoms is greatly
increased, allowing for the generation of higher order harmonics, with initial observations showing harmonics all the way up to H33 of a 1064 nm laser [9, 10]. In this
strong-field limit, the low-order harmonics still rapidly decrease in intensity with

Figure 1.1: Theoretically calculated high harmonic spectrum, calculated for a helium
atom interacting with a 20 optical cycle full-width at half-maximum 800 nm pulse
with a peak intensity of 1014 W/cm2 . It illustrates the rapidly decreasing low order
harmonics (H1-H7), the harmonic plateau (H9-H29), and the high harmonic cutoff
at H29. Note that here, HHG allows us to use 1.55 eV light to generate light up to
50 eV.

3

increased order, but the high-order harmonics behave very differently, forming a
plateau of constant intensity up to a high harmonic cutoff, which we discuss more
in the next section. This highly nonlinear process is referred to as HHG in gases.
We present an example of a typical high harmonic spectrum in Fig. 1.1, showing
the rapid decrease in intensity for low-order harmonics, a harmonic plateau of nearconstant intensity for high-order harmonics, and the high harmonic cutoff, where
the intensity of the harmonics begins to drop. The high harmonic cutoff is given by
Ecutof f = Ip + 3.17Up , where Ip is the ionization potential of the atom and Up is the
ponderomotive energy of the atom (average oscillation energy picked up by a free
electron in a laser field), which is proportional to the intensity of the laser times the
square of the laser wavelength (∝ Iλ2 ) [11]. We explore the details of this cutoff
energy in more detail in the next section.
Since its discovery, HHG has grown in leaps and bounds. Currently, most HHG
experiments are performed in rare/nobel gases with laser pulses around 800 to 1000
nm, peak intensities in the range of 1013 − 1015 W/cm2 , and pulse durations on the
order of 10’s of femtoseconds (fs), though they can be as short as 1 optical cycle of
the laser, or 2.5 fs at 800 nm [12–16]. IR light sources can be used to reach harmonics with photon energies up to around a few hundred eV [17, 18]. However, there
is also a growing push into using intense, few-cycle, mid-IR light sources between
1000 and 4000 nm [5, 15, 19–21]. These longer wavelength light sources can greatly
extend the harmonic cutoff [19], and have been used to generate harmonics with
photon energies up to 1.5 keV [22]. While the conversion efficiency of HHG is notoriously low, generating harmonics at intensities 5 − 10 orders of magnitude weaker
than the input laser [23], HHG has effectively been applied as a source of coherent
XUV light in spectroscopy [24–26], interferometry [27–30], imaging [31–35], studying magnetic properties [36–38] and the development of unique light sources [39–43],
amongst many other applications. Further, the harmonic spectrum represents a
huge bandwidth of coherent radiation that has been used to create extremely short
attosecond (as) (10−18 seconds) pulses [44, 45] allowing for the study of electron
dynamics [6, 46–48]. In the next section, we discuss HHG in more depth, exploring the physics that allows for the conversion of low-photon-energy IR light into
high-photon-energy extreme ultraviolet light (XUV) light.

1.2

The rescattering model and quantum trajectories

We can understand the physics driving the HHG process by a semi-classical rescattering model (often referred to as the three-step model throughout this thesis). In
this model, the HHG process is broken into three steps [11, 50], which we illustrate
in Fig. 1.2. Here we assume the field interacts with a single bound electron at a
time and that the field is linearly polarized. The first step consists of the laser field
bending the atomic potential, allowing the electron to tunnel ionize outside of the
atomic core. In the second step, the newly freed electron is accelerated away from
the atomic core by the electric field, before the sign of the field flips and drives the
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Figure 1.2: The rescattering model for understanding HHG in a gas. The electron
is first tunnel ionized from the atomic potential, the free electron is next accelerated
by the laser field, gaining energy, and finally the electron recombines with the ionic
core, emitting a high-energy-photon. Reprinted from [49], which is released under
the Creative Commons Attribution-Share-Alike License 3.0.
electron back to the atomic core. The third and final step consists of the electron
recombining to the ground state of the atom. Upon recombination, the excess energy gained by the electron is emitted in the form of a high-energy-photon. The
maximum excess energy that can achieved by the electron, and thus the highest
energy harmonic that can be generated, is Ecutof f = Ip + 3.17Up [11]. Intuitively, we
can break this excess electron energy into two different contributions: a contribution from the energy gained to ionize out of the atomic core (Ip ) and a contribution
from the quiver energy, Up , picked up by the free electron oscillating in the field.
While the factor of 3.17 is a little mysterious (we explore it below), it is clear that
if the three-step model applies to HHG, then the harmonic cutoff energy must be
expressible in this form. And in fact, the three-step model very accurately predicts
the experimentally observed high harmonic cutoff energy. Note that the three-step
model can also be used to explain why only odd harmonics are observed in HHG in
a gas, as this three-step behavior will occur periodically every half cycle of the laser
and the Fourier transform of this sort of periodic behavior gives rise to a frequency
comb with a spacing of twice that of the cycle frequency. Since our generated spectrum must include a linear response to the original frequency (H1), this gives rise
to only odd harmonics [51].
The factor of 3.17 in the high harmonic cutoff law can be obtained from semiclassical calculations based around the idea of the rescattering model [11]. In such
calculations, one assumes that the electron initially tunnel ionizes close to the atomic
core and has no initial velocity upon escape. Then one calculates classical trajectories for a free electron accelerated by the electric field and considers only trajectories
5

that return to the core (to recombine). By measuring the kinetic energy of the returning electrons, it is found that the highest possible return energy is 3.17Up . For
each harmonic with energy less than 3.17Up , there are two distinct trajectories giving rise to that particular return energy, a long trajectory and a short trajectory.
Long trajectories are born near the peak of the field, travel far away from the core,
and return after a long excursion time, whereas short trajectories are born near
the zero of the field, stay close to the atomic core, and return very quickly after
ionization. Both of these types of trajectories can be seen in Fig. 1.3, where we
plot semi-classical calculated trajectories in HHG as a function of return energy
(by color). As the return energy approaches the 3.17Up limit, the birth and return
times of these two separate trajectories grow closer together until they become a
single trajectory at the high harmonic cutoff, which we can also see in Fig. 1.3.
At each return energy, each of these quantum trajectories lead to a burst of light
every half cycle and, as we increase the return energy, the two bursts of light grow
closer together temporally. That is, with increased return energy, the burst of light
related to the short trajectory shifts later in the half cycle, while the long trajectory
burst shifts earlier. We discuss and observe this emission behavior more in Chapter
2, but it has been previously observed in both HHG experiments [52–56] and HHG

Position (arb. units)

Return Energy

Figure 1.3: Semiclassical quantum trajectories in HHG for a cosine carrier pulse. (a)
Recombining classical trajectories that are ionized at different times, from the peak
of the field at t = 0 to t = 0.25 of the laser cycle. Each trajectory is colored by its
return energy. This return energy can be related to the slope of the trajectory when
it returns to the core. For each return energy, up to the cutoff, there is a trajectory
that takes a large amount of time to return (long trajectory) and a trajectory that
returns very quickly (short trajectory).
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calculations [57–61], serving as evidence for how well the rescattering model works.
Isolating the bursts of light related to these quantum trajectories (corresponding
to isolating a broadband of frequency in the harmonic spectrum) give us access to
attosecond pulses [44, 45], which have been made as short as 67 attoseconds [62],
and whose application we discuss in more detail in Chapter 5.
We can calculate the phase accumulated by an electron wave packet traveling
along one of these classical trajectories, in order to calculate the phase of the light
emitted upon recombination (the phase of the related time-dependent dipole moment) [13]. To do this, we calculate the classical action integral along the trajectory.
For a trajectory released into the continuum at t0 and returning to the core at t, this
phase takes the form
Z
t

S(t00 )dt00 ,

0

φ(t , t) = −

(1.2)

t0

where S(t00 ) = Ekin (t00 ) − Epot (t00 ) is the classical action (kinetic energy minus the
potential energy) [13,63]. For a given harmonic, the different birth and return times
of the two associated trajectories will lead to different phases. In most cases that
we consider in HHG (several cycle driving pulses), this phase can be approximated
as being proportional to the driving intensity of the laser [13, 64, 65]. So then for
harmonic q, we can write the dipole phase of the corresponding long (l) and short
(s) trajectory contributions as
l,s
φl,s
(1.3)
q = αq I,
where I is the driving intensity of the pulse, and αql,s is a proportionality constant
[13, 20, 63]. We illustrate the calculated intensity-dependent phase coefficient for
the long (red) and short (black) trajectories in Fig. 1.4. Generally, αql,s increases
monotonically with time spent in the continuum and varies slowly with return energy

α (radians)

6 Long trajectory
5
4
3
2

1
0

Short trajectory

0

0.5

1.5
2.5
1
2
Return energy (units of Up)

3

Figure 1.4: Intensity-dependent phase coefficient, α, calculated for the long (red)
and short (black) trajectories as a function of return energy.
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(and thus harmonic order). For plateau harmonics (particularly harmonics with
low return energies), the corresponding long and short trajectories have intensitydependent phases such that αql  αqs , joining together only at the cutoff (where the
long and short trajectory merge together) [13, 64–67].
This difference in the intensity-dependent phase for the long and short trajectory
contribution to a harmonic leads to different spectral behaviors. The large phase
variation on the long trajectory contribution during the driving pulse leads to a
large spectral bandwidth, while the small phase variation on the short trajectory
contributions leads to a much smaller bandwidth [63, 67–69]. However, these two
contributions spectrally overlap and the difference in phase leads to interference in
the harmonic spectrum, giving rise to complex structures. This can be observed in
the complicated form of the plateau harmonics in Fig. 1.1, whereas the harmonics
around the cutoff are spectrally narrow and well-defined, due to the phase of the
long and short trajectories growing together (as the two paths merge). This complicated interference structure in the spectrum of the plateau harmonics can make
it difficult to study the two trajectories independently. We know that the two trajectories are temporally separated, but the short time scale of the trajectories (a
few 100’s of attoseconds) can make it complicated to work with them in the time
domain. Plus, often HHG experiments are entirely done in the frequency domain
with spectrometers, which measures the total amount of incoming light at each frequency, at the cost of integrating out the time information. This would suggest
that studying differences in the long and short trajectory contributions to a generated harmonic would be very complicated. Luckily, however, the difference in the

Intensity

Short trajectory

Long trajectory

0
Divergence
Figure 1.5: Quantitative demonstration of the far-field divergence behavior of the
short (black) and long (red) trajectory contributions to a harmonic. The short
trajectory is very intense, but spatially narrow, while the long trajectory is weaker,
but spatially broader. This difference in divergence can be used to study the two
trajectories separately in experimental setups.
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intensity-dependent phase of the long and short trajectory contributions leads to the
corresponding phase fronts having different curvature in space. This leads to different behavior in the far-field, namely, that the long trajectory emission is much more
divergent than that of the short trajectory. We demonstrate these different far-field
behaviors in Fig. 1.5. Here the short trajectory corresponds to the very intense, but
spatially narrow curve (black) and the long trajectory corresponds to the weaker,
but spatially broader curve (red). This separation in the far-field is often used as a
simple technique for studying the two trajectories separately [64, 66, 70–73]. While
we will not see this spatial separation of the long and short trajectory again in this
work, we explore this concept of exploiting the asymmetry in the magnitudes of αql
and αql to spectrally separate the respective trajectory contributions to a harmonic
in Chapter 4.

1.3

HHG as a tool to study resonant interactions

We now turn our attention to the idea of using HHG as a tool for learning about
resonant interactions, which is the over-arching theme of this thesis. In this section
we touch on two different approaches that have developed around using HHG to get
access to information about the electron.
The first approach is the idea of using HHG as simply a source of coherent XUV
light. This approach treats HHG as a tool to generate coherent XUV light to be
used in other experiments that probe resonant interactions and electron dynamics.
This approach has been very fruitful and HHG is now often used as an easy tabletop
source of coherent XUV light that can be used to excite and probe atomic resonances
in experiments [26, 28, 74–76]. Not only is it useful as a tabletop source of coherent
XUV light, but it can also be used to create laser pulses with just a few hundred
attosecond durations [44,45]. This is a time scale on par with the motion of electrons
in an atom. This is important because any time that a dynamic process is being
studied, one needs to be able to observe the process on the time scale that it occurs.
These ultrashort duration pulses of light can give us access to the time scale of the
electron, allowing for the study of electron dynamics in atoms [44, 45, 77–83]. In
this thesis, we make use of this approach in Part II, where we study the resonant
interaction of XUV light (generated by HHG) passing through a macroscopic media.
We discuss how this is done in more depth and the application of attosecond pulses,
in Chapter 5.
In the past decade, a new approach has developed. It has been demonstrated
that the light from HHG is much more than just a tool to generate ultrafast, coherent
XUV radiation, but also has a wealth of information encoded in it via the generation
process itself. During HHG, the XUV photon emitted upon the recombination of the
electron to the atom depends sensitively on the dynamics of the electron and the core
structure as it ionizes, accelerates, and recombines. This encodes the XUV light with
important information about the atomic energy structure, the ionization method of
the electron, the dynamics experienced by the electron while it was ionized, and how
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it recombined to the parent ion [29,66,67,71,84–88]. This approach goes beyond the
simple three steps of the rescattering model, which ignores the atomic interaction
with the potential, but often tries to resolve new effects through explaining how the
influence of the potential alters the usual three-step process. This is the particular
approach that we will use in the rest of Part I to study resonant interactions in
HHG.
Techniques to study the high harmonic spectrum and decode dynamic information from it are still being refined and are at the heart of the growing field of high
harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) [29, 74, 85, 89–91]. HHS aims to use HHG as a form
of spectroscopy to study atomic/molecular structure and electron dynamics. Often
this consists of measuring how the harmonic spectrum varies with the parameters
of the driving pulse (intensity, wavelength, pulse duration, etc.) or atomic sample
(alignment, species, etc.). By relating changes in the harmonic spectrum directly
to changes in these parameters, information about dynamics, resonant interactions,
and structural information can be gained. HHS can also be extended to studying
how the temporal structure of generated harmonics vary, instead of the spectra,
which can allow for unique information to be garnered. We will see the application
of both these HHS methods in Chapters 3 and 4, where we study near-threshold
harmonics to gain insight into the resonant interaction of an electron (in HHG) with
Stark-shifted excited states of the atom [67,84]. In order to study the resonant interaction of these near-threshold harmonics, we go beyond the rescattering model and
fully incorporate the atomic potential. We do this by calculating the high harmonic
spectra through solving the full time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for
the interaction of an electron, bound in an atomic potential, with a time-dependent
strong laser field, which we discuss in more detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2
Numerical methods used in the study
of the single atom HHG response
This chapter describes the numerical methods that we use in the study of HHG and
strong field interactions throughout this thesis. We begin by carefully outlining the
physical problem that we wish to study in HHG, noting that we are working in the
single active electron (SAE) approximation; this means that we only ever consider
the interaction of a single electron with the strong laser field [92].
The response of an atom to a strong laser field can be characterized by its timedependent dipole moment, d(t) [93]. The single atom radiation spectrum is then
e
e
proportional to D(ω),
the Fourier transform of d(t), as D(ω)
serves as the source
term for new electric fields in Maxwell’s wave equation. This means we can study
the light generated or absorbed by an atom interacting with a strong laser field by
calculating d(t). For a laser field polarized along the z direction, the time-dependent
dipole moment is given by
d(t) = hzi = hψ(r, t)| z |ψ(r, t)i ,

(2.1)

where |ψ(r, t)i is the time-dependent wave function for the electron, which is found
by solving the TDSE. It turns out that d(t) is numerically complicated to calculate
because the z term puts a lot of emphasis on the wave function at large distances from
the core, where numerical representations of the wave function can be inaccurate [12].
Instead, we calculate the time-dependent acceleration,
a(t) =

d2
hzi = −h[H, [H, z]]i,
dt2

(2.2)

where the last equality follows from Ehrenfest’s theorem and H is the full Hamiltonian including both the interaction with the ion core and the laser field [13, 57, 58].
This is a much easier calculation, numerically, because a(t) contains the same information as d(t), but is weighted more heavily near the core, where we expect our
numerical representation of the wave function to be much more accurate [12].
e
Having a(t), we can calculate the acceleration spectrum, A(ω),
using a Fourier
transform given by
Z
e
A(ω) = a(t)W (t)eiωt dt.
(2.3)
Here W (t) is a window function that smoothly brings the time-dependent acceleration to zero at the end of the calculation. The purpose and applications of this
e
window function will be discussed in more depth in section 2. With A(ω),
we can
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calculate the dipole spectrum using the relationship [13, 57],
e
−A(ω)
e
D(ω)
=
.
ω2

(2.4)

We should note that whenever we discuss showing the harmonic spectrum from a
2
e
single atom in this work, we are showing |A(ω)|
.
This chapter focuses on discussing the numerical techniques that we use in the
study of the above outlined problem. In section 1, we discuss the numerical techniques used to calculate the time-dependent wave function, |ψ(r, t)i, describing the
electron as it interacts with the strong laser field and how we use this wave function
to calculate a(t). In section 2, we discuss the different temporal window functions
we apply to a(t) when calculating the spectrum in Eq. (2.3). Finally, in section 3,
we discuss the spectral window functions we apply when using the inverse Fourier
transform, in order to study temporal dynamics of the electron during its interaction
with the field.

2.1

Calculation of the single atom response to a laser pulse

In the length gauge, using atomic units such that e = h̄ = me = 1 and assuming that
the driving laser field has a wavelength much larger than the atomic length scale,
we can apply the dipole approximation and write the TDSE using the classical
electron-field interaction as


1 2
∂
(2.5)
i |ψ(r, t)i = − ∇ + V (r) + (E(t) · r) |ψ(r, t)i ,
∂t
2
where V (r) is the atomic binding potential, and E(t) is the time-dependent electric
field vector [13, 57, 93]. Though this is the TDSE for a single electron interacting
with a laser, it can be used broadly to simulate one-electron effects in multielectron
atoms by carefully choosing the atomic binding potential so that it leads to the
correct singly excited states of that electronic system [12]. This relies on the SAE
approximation; that the laser field only strongly interacts with one of the atom’s
valence electrons at a time [92]. The SAE approximation, intuitively, applies well
to atomic systems where a single valence electron sits outside of a closed shell, such
as alkali metal atoms. However, it also applies well to any case where it is not
very likely that multiple electrons will be excited at once, which is generally true
in the strong-field limit in which harmonics are generated. In the noble gases, the
SAE approximation has been shown to be valid for most cases where the driving
laser photon energy is below the ionization potential of the singly excited electron
[12, 92, 94, 95].
In solving the TDSE, we make use of the fact that if we know the wave function
at an initial time τ , then the time propagation of |ψ(r, τ )i for a small time step δt
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is given by
|ψ(r, τ + δt)i = e−i(H0 +HI )δt |ψ(r, τ )i ,

(2.6)

where the full Hamiltonian H has been split into two terms, the field-free, timeindependent Hamiltonian H0 and the time-dependent electron-laser interaction Hamiltonian HI , which is evaluated at the midpoint of the time step [93, 96]. In our
calculations we always start with a well defined initial state, the ground state of
the atomic system that we are interested in, so our algorithms for finding the timedependent wave function are built around Eq. (2.6), which can be rewritten in an
approximate form that maintains the unitary property and is accurate to O(δt)3 as
|ψ(r, τ + δt)i ≈ e−iHI δt/2 e−iH0 δt e−iHI δt/2 |ψ(r, τ )i .

(2.7)

Now we can use the Crank-Nicolson technique [97] to approximate the exponential
operators into a more malleable form for us to use, while maintaining the same order
of accuracy numerically, by approximating the field-free Hamiltonian exponential
operator as
e−iH0 δt ≈ [1 + iH0 δt/2]−1 [1 − iH0 δt/2]
(2.8)
and the interaction Hamiltonian operator as
e−iHI δt/2 ≈ [1 + iHI δt/4]−1 [1 − iHI δt/4].

(2.9)

Assuming that we expand our wave function in a basis set, we have now reduced
the problem of time propagation to one of solving a system of equations of the form
~z = A~y ,

(2.10)

B~x = ~z,

(2.11)

where A and B are matrix operators, ~y is a known vector, and ~x is some unknown
vector. Time propagation consists of solving systems like this multiple times per
propagation step for the different operators, but this is a well-researched problem and
there are many algorithms that one can apply to the problem. The only question left
is the form of the operators H0 and HI , which depend on the basis that we expand
our wave function into. Because of the form of the E(t) · r term in the TDSE, we
handle this expansion differently for linearly and elliptically polarized fields, which
we illustrate below.

2.1.1 Linearly polarized driving fields
For the case of linearly polarized fields, we use the approach described in detail
in [12]. Here we assume that
E(t) = F (t)E0 cos(ωt)ẑ,
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(2.12)

where ω is the frequency of the driving laser field, E0 is the peak field strength, and
F (t) is an envelope function that starts the field at zero, smoothly brings it up to
the peak field strength of E0 for some duration of the pulse and then back to zero.
We discuss the envelope function we typically use in more detail in Chapter 3. This
assumption allows us to simplify the TDSE to the form
i

∂
ψ(r, t) = [H0 + zE(t)] ψ(r, t).
∂t

(2.13)

We now discretize the TDSE and time-dependent wave function. To do this, we first
expand Ψ(r, t) in spherical coordinates using the spherical harmonics multiplied by
radial functions as a basis for our expansion. This gives
X
ψ(r, t) =
ψ` (r, t)Y`m (θ, φ).
(2.14)
`,m

In the case of linear polarization, this basis has the benefit that the m quantum
number of the initial wave function is conserved. Going forward, we assume that
the initial orbital of the interacting electron is aligned with the field, such that
m = 0. This means we get a full three-dimensional treatment for the computational
cost of only solving two dimensions. Discretizing the wave function in r on a radial
grid rj = (j − 1/2)∆r for j = 1...nr and in Y`0 (θ, φ) for |`i = |0i ... |`max i, we get
|ψ(rj , θ, t)i =

`X
max

ψ` (rj , t) |`i.

(2.15)

`=0

Note that during time propagation we use an absorbing mask near the edges of our
grid to prevent unphysical reflections of the wave function off these boundaries.
Using this form for the wave function, making the transformation φjl = rj ψlj ,
and using a variational technique with the discretized wave function inserted into a
Lagrange-type functional, one can derive the discrete form of the operators H0 and
HI acting on the wave function in r and ` as [12],
[H0 φ]j` =


−1 
αj φj+1
− 2βj φj` + αj−1 φj−1
+ V`j φj` ,
`
`
2
2(∆r)


[HI φ]j` = E(t)rj c` φj`+1 + c`−1 φj`−1 ,

(2.16)
(2.17)

where the dimensionless terms αj , βj and c` , are
2

αj =

2

j
j − j + 1/2
; βj = 2
; c` =
2
j − 1/4
j − j + 1/4

s

(l + 1)2
,
(2l + 1)(2l + 3)

(2.18)

and V`j is our pseudopotential, discretized on our ` and rj grid, that recreates the
field-free energy levels of the atomic system that we are interested in studying. For
the noble gases that we consider in this work (in the linear polarization case), V`j is
constructed by the methods outlined in [12]. We calculate the ` dependent potential
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for the three lowest ` (0, 1, and 2) and then use the ` = 2 potential for ` > 2. We
can now calculate the acceleration using Eq. (2.2), by using that in this coordinate
system the z operator takes the form
z = c` |` + 1i h`| + c`−1 |` − 1i h`| ,

(2.19)

where we implicity assume the summation over all `.

2.1.2 Elliptically polarized driving fields
In order to calculate HHG by elliptically polarized driving fields, we have implemented a new numerical approach to the problem with the hope of extending the
work demonstrated in this thesis to elliptical driving fields. To do this we use a
method similar to one proposed by Marangos et al. [98], but that makes use of techniques developed by Schafer for the linear polarization problem [12]. In this case
our electric field takes the form
E(t) = Ex (t)x̂ + Ey (t)ŷ = F (t) √

E0
[cos(ωt)x̂ +  sin(ωt)ŷ] ,
1 + 2

(2.20)

where F (t) is an envelope function, and  is our ellipticity parameter.  varies from
 = −1 for left circularly polarized light to  = 1 for right circularly polarized light
with  = 0 being the linearly polarized case. Note that we have chosen the normalization of the field such that the cycle averaged intensity of the field is independent
of . In the length gauge, the TDSE now simplifies to the form,
i

∂
ψ(r, t) = [H0 + xEx (t) + yEy (t)] ψ(r, t).
∂t

(2.21)

Because we now have an x and y term in the TDSE, the solution of Eq. (2.21)
is more easily done in cylindrical coordinates rather than the spherical coordinates
that we used for the linearly polarized case. Making the transformation
E± = Ex (t) ∓ iEy (t),

(2.22)

we can rewrite the TDSE in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ)
i

h
i
∂
ρ
ψ(r, t) = H0 + {E+ eiφ + E− e−iφ } ψ(r, t).
∂t
2

(2.23)

In these two dimensions we can discretize the wave function and the TDSE, however, there are no conserved quantities in these coordinates that will give us a free
dimension this time. This means that in order to stay in two-dimensions, we choose
to ignore the z-coordinate in this problem.
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With these assumptions, we can expand our wave function in this basis as
ψ(rj , φ, t) =

X
m

eimφ
√
ψm (ρ, t)
,
2π

(2.24)

and now the path to discretization is clear. We expand our wave function on a
imφ
grid in the ρ coordinate ρj = (j − 1/2)∆ρ for j = 1...nρ and in e√2π for |mi =
|−mmax i ... |mmax i and get
ψ(r, t) =

m
max
X

ψm (ρj , t) |mi.

(2.25)

m=−mmax

As in the linear polarization case, during time propagation we use an absorbing
mask at the edge of the grids to prevent unphysical reflections of the wave function.
Now using the variational method described in [12] and making the transformation
√ j
j
= ρψm
fm
, we can write the discrete form of the Hamiltonian operators as
[H0 f ]jm =

 m2 j
−1  j+1
j
j
j−1
,
γ
f
−
2f
+
γ
f
+ 2 fm + V j fm
j
j−1
m
m
m
2(∆ρ)2
2ρj
[HI f ]jm =

ρj
j
j
{E+ fm+1
+ E− fm−1
},
2

(2.26)
(2.27)

where the dimensionless term γj is
γj = p

j
j2

− 1/4

,

(2.28)

and Vj is our pseudopotential, discretized over our ρ grid, that well recreates the
field-free energy levels of the atomic system [98].
Having finished the discretization of the Hamiltonian operators, we discuss the
method for calculating the dipole acceleration. For this system we actually want to
calculate the dipole spectra for both the x and y coordinate, separately. Because of
the discretization that we chose and the intermingling of Ex and Ey , this is not as
simple as in the linear polarization case, but can be done straightforwardly using
Eq. (2.2) if we note that the operator e±iφ can be expressed as
e±iφ =

∞
X

|m ± 1i hm| ≈

m=−∞

m
max
X

|m ± 1i hm| ,

(2.29)

m=−mmax

where the equality arises from using the entire m basis, which ranges from −∞ to
∞, and the approximation arises from our numerical need for a finite m range to
consider. Combining this expression for the operator with the relationships in this
coordinate system gives us
x = ρ cos(φ) = ρ{eiφ + e−iφ }/2,
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(2.30)

y = ρ cos(φ) = ρ{eiφ − e−iφ }/(2i).

(2.31)

With this relationship and the discretization of the Hamiltonian operators, calculating the expectation value of e±iφ can be used to construct hxi and hyi. Note that
elliptically polarized fields will not be discussed again in this thesis, as this method
has not yet lead to published results.

2.2

Transforming the dipole acceleration to the frequency domain with
different temporal window functions.

The previous section was dedicated to the numerical techniques used for calculating the time-dependent wave function, which we needed in order to calculate the
time-dependent acceleration, a(t). In this section we are going to discuss different
temporal window functions that we apply to a(t) before transforming it to the frequency domain. These allow us to control the temporal contributions from a(t) to
e
e
A(ω).
Numerically, we do the Fourier transform from a(t) to A(ω)
in Eq. (2.3) by using stadard numerical tools for the discrete fast Fourier transform (DFFT) [99,100].
The resulting acceleration spectrum depends sensitively on the choice of temporal
window function. This allows us to use various W (t) in order to serve different
purposes. These purposes range from numerical to tailoring the information in our
generated spectrum to a specific problem, allowing for additional insight into the
dynamics of the laser-electron interaction.
A DFFT takes a discrete time signal and Fourier transforms it into a discrete
frequency representation by assuming that the original discrete time signal is periodic. This means the beginning of the time signal should be continuous with the
end. When this is not true, it can introduce numerical issues that result in large
amounts of noise and unphysical effects in the resulting spectrum [99, 101]. For our
problem it is the case that a(t) starts at zero at the beginning of our calculation,
but does not return to zero at the end of the calculation, breaking this periodicity
assumption. Numerically we get around this problem by using a window function
that smoothly goes to zero at the beginning and end of our signal, making the signal
periodic [99, 101]. An appropriate window function can also have the added benefit of allowing for much cleaner high harmonic spectra by emphasizing the signal
near the maximum of the laser pulse, where the HHG that we are interested in
occurs, while de-emphasizing any signal near the beginning and end of the laser
pulses, which could introduce noise to the spectrum. We demonstrate some of these
numerical effects of our window function in Fig. 2.1.
In Fig. 2.1(a), we show three different window functions (dashed lines) and their
respective product with a(t) (solid lines) calculated for a helium atom interacting
with a strong laser pulse. In red we show a constant window
W (t) = 1,
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Figure 2.1: (a) 3 different window functions (dashed) and their corresponding product with a(t) calculated for a helium atom interacting with an 8 optical cycle (O.C.)
total duration, cosine squared pulse with a peak intensity of 1014 W/cm2 . Red
corresponds to a constant window function, blue corresponds to a Hanning window
function that smoothly goes to zero at the beginning and end of the calculation, and
black corresponds to the square of the Hanning window function. (b) The corresponding (by color) harmonic spectra plotted up to just beyond the high harmonic
cutoff. The inset shows a zoomed out plot to a much higher frequency, demonstrating the noise floor of the respective calculations.
and in blue we show a Hanning window,
WH (t) = .5(1 + cos(

πt
)),
τH

(2.33)

where τH is chosen to bring the window to zero at the beginning and end of our
calculation. In black we show WH (t)2 . The constant window function calculation
allows us to compare the spectral result of not windowing a(t) to the spectral result
of windowing it. In Fig. 2.1(b), we show the corresponding (by color) harmonic
spectrum. Here we see that the unwindowed a(t) leads to a spectrum that is much
more noisy and disagrees significantly with the spectra resulting from the other
window functions. In fact, the spectrum from the unwindowed a(t) does not seem
to be able to resolve high frequency, low strength signals, as the spectrum can be seen
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at the end of the harmonic plateau reaching a noise floor on the signal resolution. As
shown in the inset of Fig. 2.1(b), the noise floor of the spectra from the Hanning and
squared Hanning window functions is much lower, with the Hanning windowed noise
floor being only slightly higher than squared Hanning window noise floor. For the
problems considered in this thesis, we will often use a Hanning window. However,
there are problems in HHG that require a much lower signal noise floor which make
use of squared Hanning windows, such as HHG in solids, which exhibit weak second
and third, high frequency plateaus that a Hanning window can fail to resolve [102].
The reason that a(t) does not go to zero at the end of our laser pulse is primarily, ignoring any other numerical effects, because the strong laser field populates
dipole-coupled excited states in our atom [12, 13, 64, 84]. In real life, this excited
state population would induce spontaneous emission that decayed with the lifetime
of the excited state, allowing the atom to relax to its ground state [96]. In our
calculations, this excited state population has no mechanism for decay and will live
forever, inducing a tail in a(t) that gives rise to narrow contributions in the harmonic
spectrum at the energies of these populated excited states. Even if we did include
spontaneous decay of these excited states, the time scale of the decay would be much
longer than the time scale that we consider in our calculations, as these lifetimes
typically occur on the nanosecond scale and we consider tens of femtoseconds [103].
A temporal window function allow us to effectively put a lifetime on these excited
states and end their coherence with the ground state. The shorter lifetime that we
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Figure 2.2: (a) a(t) calculated in helium after an interaction with a 109 W/cm2 , 2
O.C. XUV pulse with a central frequency overlapping the 2p energy level of helium.
We show the XUV intensity profile with the black dashed line and a(t) multipled
by three different Hanning windows to impose different lifetimes on the resonance.
The Hanning windows begin at −5 fs, increasing to 1 at t = 0, and then either end
at 5 fs, 25 fs, or 50 fs and the product with a(t) is shown in purple, blue, and red,
respectively. (b) shows the corresponding (by color) harmonic spectrum around the
resonant energy. The 2p energy is labeled along the top axis.
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impose is an acceptable approximation, as we are interested in dynamics induced by
the IR and not dynamics happening over the natural lifetime of the excited state.
Beyond ending this coherence, however, the window function gives us some control over the resulting harmonic spectrum. By varying the effective lifetime on the
state, we can choose how much of a contribution from these excited states that
we include in the harmonic spectrum. In Fig. 2.2(a) we show a(t) for a helium
atom interacting with an XUV pulse whose central frequency occurs at 20.86 eV,
and spectrally overlaps the 2p energy level of helium (intensity profile given by the
dashed black line) and windowed by three different Hanning windows. The Hanning
windows is chosen to be asymmetric, and begin at −5 fs, increase to 1 at t = 0 and
then end at either 5 fs, 25 fs, or 50 fs, and their products with a(t) are shown in
purple, blue, and red, respectively. Note the oscillation at the resonant frequency is
too fine to be resolved on the time scale that we consider here, and we discuss this
more in depth in the next section. We show the corresponding harmonic spectra
(by color) in Fig. 2.2(b). Here we see that as we increase the effective lifetime of
the excited state with the window function, we add in a narrow resonant harmonic
contribution to the spectrum from the excited state. It is clear that if we were
not (were) interested in this contribution, then we could use a short (long) lifetime
window to remove (include) it. This gives us a lot of control over the resonant
contribution to the harmonic spectrum.
This sort of control knob on the harmonic spectrum can allow us great insight
into the dynamics of the electron during the strong field interaction and will be
a running theme in later chapters of this thesis. For example, if we know that a
physical process only occurs during the first or last half of a laser pulse, then we can
use a temporal window that extends to only that duration, in order to learn about
the frequency components of the process. We can use these temporal windows to
effectively turn on or off the signal from atomic resonances. This can be an invaluable
amount of control when trying to use the harmonic spectrum to learn about ultrafast
electron dynamics during HHG [84]

2.3

Returning the dipole acceleration spectrum to the time domain with
different spectral window functions.

In the previous section, we looked at how we could use a(t) to calculate the harmonic
spectrum, and discussed how we could use different temporal window functions to
study the spectral contributions of different parts of a(t). In this section we discuss
how we can use spectral window functions to study the temporal contributions of
e
different parts of A(ω).
This is important because electron dynamics explicitly
occur in the time domain, and thus the frequency domain can often be confusing for
studying these effects. By choosing which frequencies that we are interested in, and
looking at the dynamics responsible for their creation, we can bring some clarity.
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e
To return A(ω)
to the time domain, our inverse Fourier transform takes the form
Z
1
e
A(t) =
A(ω)W
(ω)e−iωt dω,
(2.34)
2π
where W (ω) is now a spectral window function. If we let W (ω) = 1, then A(t) is
simply the temporally windowed time-dependent acceleration used in the calculation
e
of A(ω).
This section is designed to illustrate some of the temporal information that
can be gained when using non-constant W (ω). We will see that just as temporal
windowing gave us control over the generated spectral signal, this spectral window
can give us control over the generated temporal signal.
Let us begin our discussion of spectral windowing by looking at a very useful
application. In Fig. 2.2(a), we plotted a(t) over a long time scale and saw that
the oscillations were much too rapid to be finely resolved. However, we were not
interested in the rapid oscillations, but rather how the strength, or envelope, of
the oscillations varied over the long time scale. Using spectral windowing, we can
generate A(t) in such a way that |A(t)| shows only the slowly varying envelope of our
signal, effectively removing the fast oscillations and leaving only the much slower
varying amplitude envelope of the signal.
In order to do this, we use a Hilbert spectral window function in the form


0, ω < 0
(2.35)
WH (ω) = 1, ω = 0


2, ω > 0.
This window may seem unintuitive in the frequency domain, but in the time domain
it has the equivalence of taking an oscillatory time signal like R(t) cos(ωt) and using
Hilbert transforms to generate a signal in the form of R(t)eiωt [104]. The amplitude
of this new complex signal would then only varies as R(t), with the fast oscillations
of cos(ωt) removed. We demonstrate this in Fig. 2.3, where we plot the intensity
of a temporal signal (red), and the resulting intensity envelope (black dashed line)
after Hilbert windowing the original signal. For the rest of this section, and often
throughout this work, we will focus only on the envelope of time signals, removing
the rapid oscillations in this way.
We now look at a different application of using these spectral windows, one
related to learning about actual time dynamics of the electron during the strong
field interaction. For this section, we consider only quadratic windows in the form
[13, 19, 57, 84]


ω < ωL
0,
−8(ω−ωL )(ω−ωH )
(2.36)
Wq (ω, ωL , ωH ) =
, ω L ≤ ω ≤ ωH
(ωH −ωL )2


0,
ω > ωH .
Here ωL and ωH are the lower and upper frequency bounds on our spectral windows,
H
respectively, and the center of our window occurs at their midpoint, ωL +ω
. This
2
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Figure 2.3: The intensity of a time signal with a fast oscillation (red) and the intensity envelope (black dashed line) after the original time signal is Fourier transformed
to the frequency domain, has a Hilbert window applied to it, and is then inverse
Fourier transformed back to the time domain.
spectral windows rises smoothly from zero at the edges of the window to a maximum
of 2 at the center. This form is chosen to smoothly cut out the portion of the
spectrum that we are interested in, while introducing minimal numerical noise into
our inverse Fourier transform. This spectral window also has the added benefit of
applying the Hilbert spectral window to our data for free, since it zeroes out the
negative frequencies and we have normalized it to a maximum value of 2.
In Fig. 2.4(a), we show a harmonic spectrum calculated for an argon atom
interacting with an intense, few cycle 800 nm IR pulse. With the black dotted box,
we illustrate the spectral width of 5 harmonics, H19 to H27. Note that the box
ranges from ω = 18 to ω = 28 in order to capture the entire bandwidth of the edge
harmonics. In order to look at the time domain contribution from this portion of
e
the spectrum, we apply Wq (ω, 18, 28) to A(ω)
and inverse Fourier transform back
to the time domain. We show the resulting |A(t)|2 in Fig. 2.4(b) (alternating red
and black line). The time units on this plot are in optical cycles of the driving laser
field (at 800 nm, so 1 O.C. is 2.6 fs). We see that this broad spectral window has
generated a sequence of bursts of XUV light that last about 260 attoseconds each.
The time axis being in optical cycles also allows us to clearly see that we get two
bursts of light, both a red and black peak, every half cycle of the driving laser field.
This behavior of two bursts of light every half cycle should bring back memories
of discussions from Chapter 1, related to long and short trajectories. In the three
step model, when the electron returns it gives off a burst of XUV light and, for
a given return energy, there are two returns every half cycle. Note that the burst
of light resulting from the electron returning to the core, occurs over a very short
time duration. Because of the Fourier relationship between time and frequency, we
expect this short temporal burst of light to correspond to a broad spectral signal.
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Figure 2.4: (a) A harmonic spectrum calculated for an argon atom interacting with
an 8 O.C. total duration, cosine squared pulse with a sine carrier envelope. The thin
black (purple) box demonstrates a spectral width of 5 (1) harmonics (harmonic)
centered on H23 (H25). (b) The alternating red and black line shows the resulting
temporal envelope of the wide spectral window in (a), demonstrating long (red) and
short (black) trajectory behavior of two light bursts per half cycle. The dashed
purple line shows the resulting temporal envelope of the narrow spectral window
of H25. (c) A time-frequency plot generated by scanning the central frequency
of the broad spectral window from harmonic frequencies 14.5 to 27. The black
dotted line marks the subcycle lineout shown in (b), whereas the gray dashed lines
demonstrate the attochirp with increased energy of the long (negative) and short
(positive) trajectories. Also observed is the effect of much longer trajectories that
occur after the first half cycle and complicate the time frequency interpretations.
This figure was inspired from work in [57].
Now it becomes clear that this broad spectral window is giving us the ability to see
the bursts of light that occur when the electron returns to the core. The two bursts
of light in each half-cycle in Fig. 2.4(b) correspond to long and short trajectories
of the electron during HHG. However, this single transformation does not have
enough information in it to truly assign each burst of light to either the long or
short trajectory. We could make educated assignments, depending on the timing of
the bursts with respect to the peak of each oscillation of our driving pulse, but by
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sliding the central frequency of our spectral window, we can explicitly assign each
burst to a long or short trajectory, as well as see other trajectory dynamics. We
demonstrate this in the following paragraph.
In Fig. 2.4(c), we do this transform multiple times, sliding the central frequency
of our window from ω = 14.5 to ω = 27. The thin, black dashed line illustrates the
lineout shown in Fig. 2.4(b). Now we can see clearly that the red (black) bursts of
light from Fig. 2.4(b) shift later (earlier) in time with increased XUV pulse energy
until they join together at around Ip + 3.2Up . This shifting in time is known as the
attochirp (demonstrated with the dotted gray line), and we know from the threestep model that long (short) trajectories have a negative (positive) attochirp [105].
This allows for the assignment of the red (black) bursts of light to the long (short)
trajectories. Note that the first half cycle trajectories observed in Fig. 2.4(c), are
very simple showing only a single long and short trajectory, whereas half cycles from
later in the pulse become and more complicated. This can be due to trajectories
even longer than the long trajectory, resonant effects, or other dynamics. Using
this sort of window to get at this trajectory information of the electron makes this
technique extremely useful.
We now turn our attention away from broad spectral window of several harmonics, and shift toward more narrow spectral windows. Here we focus on single
harmonics. In Fig. 2.4(a), the purple box highlights the spectral width of H25 from
ω = 24 to ω = 26. We use a spectral window of Wq (ω, 24, 26) and show the resulting
|A(t)|2 with the dashed purple line in Fig. 2.4(b). As we would expect, this narrow
spectral window results in a signal that is temporally broader than the temporal
signal of the broader spectral window. The broad spectral window led to an immediate interpretation that we were studying trajectory dynamics, so what are we
studying with this narrow spectral window? Here we have direct information about
the time that H25 was generated, which we could not infer from the broad spectral
windowed signal, or from a(t) itself. Information about the time of generation for a
harmonic can be used in many ways, such as for studying resonant effects in specific
harmonics by tracking how the temporal behavior of the harmonic changes as we
change various pulse parameters.
These narrow spectral windows are not limited to the bandwidth of a single
harmonic, but can also be used to select more narrow spectral features and look
at them in the time domain. We can use these narrow windows to look at specific
resonances, in order to see the long ringing dipole tail and study how it is perturbed
by macroscopic propagation or the interaction with an IR pulse. We can also use
them to select features in the harmonic spectrum that we might not understand
and try to gain insight into what process is driving the feature by looking at what
time during the pulse the feature is generated, and how this changes with different
parameters. These narrow spectral windows can be quite helpful in separating and
studying the temporal properties of different harmonic contributions, which can be
greatly useful when studying resonant behavior at specific harmonic energies.
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2.4

Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the numerical techniques that we use in order to
calculate the single atom response to a strong laser field. We have also discussed
the window functions that we use in order to gain physical information about the
electron dynamics during that interaction with the laser field. In the following chapters of this thesis, the techniques for calculating the single atom response will be
occurring mostly in the background, whereas the use of different window functions
will come to the forefront and take the main role in our analysis. We will make
use of various windowing functions in the time domain to study the spectral contributions of different temporal parts of a(t). We will use spectral window functions
to do trajectory analysis, as well as for studying the temporal behavior of specific
harmonics, and selecting narrow spectral features to study their temporal dynamics
and identify their generating mechanism in the electron dynamics. These will be
the primary tools that we use to study resonant interactions of the electron during
the strong field in the following chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Resonant enhancement and quantum path dynamics in helium.
With the groundwork laid in the previous two chapters, we are now ready to begin
discussing the influence of resonances in HHG. Our investigations into this topic
center on the interplay of quantum trajectories and resonant enhancement via multiphoton Stark-shifted resonances [84]. The work presented in this chapter focuses
primarily on how resonances can influence and alter the quantum trajectories of
near-threshold harmonics in helium. This is an energy regime where the three-step
model is ill-defined and the driving physics behind the HHG process is still unclear [106]. In this chapter we consider only resonances that occur near the peak of
our driving laser pulse, leaving the study of effects related to the temporal wings of
the driving laser pulse for the next chapter.
We divide the discussion into two parts: the frequency domain and the time domain. In the frequency domain we systematically study the high harmonic spectrum
as a function of intensity and wavelength, in order to identify resonant enhancements
in the harmonic spectrum and relate them to the responsible np Stark-shifted resonance of helium. We also find that we can use resonant enhancement in the frequency
domain to gain insight into the atomic structure, revealing energy level splittings
due to near resonant couplings of nearby energy levels. In the time domain we look
at the temporal structure of the harmonic emission, both on and off resonance, in
order to study how resonances can alter the quantum path dynamics of the electron. In doing this, we identify temporal signatures of the resonantly enhanced high
harmonic generation (REHHG) process and we relate these signatures to possible
changes in the electronic ionization dynamics of the three-step model.

3.1

Frequency domain: Identifying resonant enhancement in HHG.

In this chapter we constrain ourselves to consider only linearly polarized laser fields
with a time-dependent electric field given by
E(t) = E0 cos2 (

c2 t
) cos(2πt),
τ
1

(3.1)

where E0 is the peak electric field, c2 = 2 arccos( 21 4 ), t has been converted to units
of optical cycles of the driving laser field, and τ = 6 O.C. is the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) duration of the pulse. Note that we assume the field is zero for
τπ
|t| > 2c
. Using this form for the electric field and a helium pseudopotential that
2
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well reproduces the energies and oscillator strengths of the singly excited states of
helium, we calculate the time-dependent acceleration as outlined in Chapter 2. We
then calculate the acceleration spectrum as
Z
e
A(ω)
= a(t)WH (t)eiωt dt,
(3.2)
where the Hanning window WH (t) is given by
WH (t) = .5(1 + cos(

πt
)).
τH

(3.3)

τπ
, which means we only consider the timeFor most of this work, we let τH = 2c
2
dependent acceleration over the extent of the laser pulse. However, we also show
some calculations where a(t) lasts for approximately 20 O.C. after the end of the
laser pulse, which allows us to consider the excited state population contributions
to a(t), as we saw in Chapter 2. For this, we use an asymmetrical Hanning window
in the same form as Eq. (3.3) but where we allow τH to vary as

τπ

t<0
 2c2 ,
τH =
(3.4)

 τπ
+ 20 O.C., t ≥ 0.
2c2

We define resonant enhancement as occurring when, for a given driving intensity
of a pulse, the yield of a harmonic is larger (enhanced) at one wavelength, relative
to the yield of nearby wavelengths, due to a multiphoton resonance between the
ground state and an excited state [84, 107, 108]. While the field is on, the atomic
energy levels will experience a Stark-shift, typically increasing in energy ponderomotively [93]. This increase in energy leads to Stark-shifted multiphoton resonances
occurring at shorter wavelengths (higher energy) than the field free resonances would
occur. In this work, we consider resonances that directly agree with the energies
of the generated harmonics (odd multiphoton resonances), however, we have previously observed even multiphoton resonances leading to enhancements of harmonics
through indirect processes. For a purely ponderomotive energy shift of the np states
in helium, this means that we expect resonant enhancement for the nth harmonic
to occur when the following equation is true:
|Enp − E0 | + Up = nh̄ω,

(3.5)

where Enp is the field-free energy of the np state, E0 is the field-free energy of the
ground state of helium, Up is the ponderomotive energy shift, n is an odd integer,
and h̄ω is the energy of the driving laser. Note that when this equation is satisfied,
we do not always observe that the nth harmonic is enhanced, but if we do then
we refer to it as a direct resonant enhancement of harmonic n. If this equation is
satisfied and we find that a nearby harmonic m is enhanced, then we refer to this
as an indirect resonant enhancement of harmonic m. Both of these effects can be
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the harmonic spectra at different driving wavelengths for
a driving intensity of 140 TW/cm2 . We show the spectra, on a log scale, for three
different driving wavelengths as a function of harmonic order. Reprinted from [84]
with permission.
observed in Fig. 3.1, where we show the harmonic spectra for driving wavelengths
426, 440, and 483 nm for a peak intensity at 140 TW/cm2 . This is an atypical
wavelength regime to study, as most HHG experiments have been performed using
wavelength in the IR regime. However, we have been motivated to look at shorter
wavelengths by recent experiments [109]. There are two clear enhancements of the
spectrum illustrated in this figure, H9 at 440 nm and H7 at 426 nm. Evaluating Eq.
(3.5) over these wavelengths and at this intensity, it turns out that both of these
enhancements are due to a nine-photon resonance between the ground state and
a Stark-shifted energy level. At 440 nm, a nine-photon resonance with the Starkshifted 3p state leads to the direct resonant enhancement of H9, and at 426 nm, a
nine-photon resonance with the 4p state leads to the indirect enhancement of H7.
It is currently unclear why a nine-photon resonance can lead to an enhancement of
H7 and not enhance H9, however, we clearly observe the effect here.
These enhancements can be seen more clearly by examining Fig. 3.2(a) and
(b). Fig. 3.2(a) shows the harmonic yield as a function of driving wavelength and
harmonic energy for a Hanning window that lasts only over the duration of the
laser pulse. Here we have marked H7, H9, and H11 with dashed white lines and
the enhancements of H9 at 440 nm and H7 at 426 nm are easy to identify and
are obviously part of larger enhancement structures for these harmonics around
these wavelengths. One can even identify another enhancement structure in H7,
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the harmonic spectra at different driving wavelengths for
a driving intensity of 140 TW/cm2 . (a) shows the spectra as a function of driving
wavelength and energy for a Hanning window that matches the duration of the
pulse. (b) shows the spectra as a function of driving wavelength and energy for a
Hanning window that allows the time-dependent dipole to live for approximately 20
optical cycles after the pulse ends. The white dotted lines in (a) and (b) mark the
position of H7-H11 as a function of driving wavelength. In (b) we have indicated
the field-free energies of the 2p-4p states. Borrowed from [84].
H9, and H11 around 480 nm. Tying these enhancement structures to Stark-shifted
resonances can be done by considering Fig. 3.2(b), which shows the resulting spectra
if we allow the excited state population to contribute to the dipole response for 20
O.C. after the end of the laser pulse by using the asymmetrical Hanning window
outlined above. The spectrum now exhibits features that are strong, narrow, and
constant in energy at the labeled field-free np energies. These features are directly
associated with population being transferred into these states at the time of the
field-driven resonance. Similar features have been recently experimentally observed
in the harmonic spectrum of argon [67]. Thus we can use these features to identify
which state is primarily responsible for a given resonant enhancement structure. For
example, the enhancement of H9 at 440 nm is clearly related to a large population
transfer to the 3p state, as we would expect from evaluating Eq. (3.5) at this
wavelength. Also note that as we increase the driving wavelength in Fig. 3.2(b), we
observe that H9 moves into resonance with lower lying energy states.
The ponderomotive energy shift, Up , is proportional to Iλ2 , where I is the inten29
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Figure 3.3: H9 spectrally integrated yield as a function of driving wavelength and
intensity. For each intensity, the spectrum has been normalized. The white lines
represent the photon energies of the resonant enhancements due to the 2p and 3p
states predicted by Eq. (4). The dark dotted line highlights the lower energy feature
of an Autler-Townes splitting of the 3p feature (see text). Reprinted from [84] with
permission.
sity of the driving laser and λ is the wavelength of the driving laser. This means that
we can gain more insight into the relationship between the resonant enhancement
of a harmonic and Stark-shifted multiphoton resonances, if we study the harmonic
yield as both a function of driving wavelength and peak driving intensity [109]. In
order to do this we calculate the harmonic spectra at a given intensity for a range
of driving wavelengths, using a Hanning window only over the lifetime of the pulse.
We then integrate the harmonic spectrum associated with each driving wavelength
around the bandwidth of that harmonic and normalize the entire wavelength scan
to have a maximum value of 1. This normalization allows for the direct comparison
of high and low peak intensities, whose true harmonic yields will differ by orders of
magnitude. We show the result of this for H9 in Fig. 3.3. The white lines in this
figure represent the photon energies of direct resonant enhancements to H9 due to
the 2p and 3p states predicted by Eq. (3.5). The 2p enhancement of H9 generally
agrees well with the 2p predicted line, and the 3p enhancement feature agrees well
with the 3p predicted line for moderate to high intensities, with the disagreement
between the structures and the lines arising from the excited states shifting slightly
less than ponderomotively. We also find similar agreement of enhancement struc30

tures following ponderomotive curves in H7 and H11 (not shown). However, the low
intensity dependence of the 3p enhancement disagrees with our curves, showing two
unique enhancement features. We explore this below.
The 3p enhancement feature splitting into two features at low intensities can
be understood as a sort of generalized Autler-Townes energy splitting due to a
near-resonant one photon coupling between the 3p and 2s states induced by the
driving laser field [110]. The Autler-Townes effect refers to an energy level splitting
that occurs when a strong field couples the ground state to an excited state and
a second, weaker, field couples that excited state to a different excited state. The
reason that it has to be understood as a generalized Autler-Townes splitting here
is because we do not use two fields. Instead we couple the ground state to the 3p
state with nine photons of our driving field, and then couple the 3p state to the 2s
state with a single photon. We note that when this figure was published in [84], we
believe it is the first time that an Autler-Townes splitting was characterized using
only a harmonic spectrum. The fact that we can observe this energy splitting in
the harmonic spectrum is interesting and indicative of exactly how much important
atomic information that we can garner by carefully studying the light generated
from HHG around threshold.

3.2

Time domain: Studying the temporal influence of resonant enhancement on HHG and quantum paths.

In the frequency domain we were able to identify resonant enhancements of the
high harmonic spectrum. By studying the population left in excited states and the
wavelength-intensity dependence of these harmonic enhancements, we were able to
attribute these enhancements to specific nine-photon resonances between the ground
state and Stark-shifted energy states. This work, however, told us nothing about
the actual dynamics of the electron during this enhancement process since we were
looking at values that were inherently time integrated, removing any time-dependent
dynamical information. To study these dynamics, we must shift back to the time
domain. We can now use what we learned in the frequency domain as a roadmap for
where to look for signatures of the enhancement process in the temporal structure of
the emitted XUV light. These signatures of the resonant enhancement process will
be what we use to gain insight into the electron dynamics that occur in REHHG.
In order to study the emitted XUV light in the time domain, we follow our
previously spelled out recipe from Chapter 2. We select a range of frequencies, ωL
e
to ωH in A(ω)
and inverse Fourier transform those frequencies back to the time
domain. Our transform takes the form
Z
1
e
A(t) =
A(ω)W
(3.6)
f (ω, ωL , ωH )dω,
2π
where we refer to |A(t)|2 as the time profile for the range of frequencies we have
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Figure 3.4: H9 time profile at 440 nm and 140 TW/cm2 in helium with the (scaled)
intensity envelope of the driving pulse, for the short and long Hanning windows.
The time axis is in units of O.C. of the driving pulse. Reprinted from [84] with
permission.
selected. Wf (ω) is a quadratic Hilbert frequency window in the form
Wq (ω, ωL , ωH) =

−8(ω − ωL )(ω − ωH )
,
(ωL − ωH )2

(3.7)

where we implicitly assume Wf (ω) is zero outside of the chosen range of frequencies.
Recall that if the frequency range only encompasses a single harmonic, then A(t)
represents when that harmonic was generated during the driving pulse. In contrast,
if the frequency range encompasses several harmonics, then we will learn about
the subcycle time dynamics (long and short trajectories) generated by the electron
ionizing and returning to the core.
We begin by looking at the time profile of the 3p-enhanced H9 at 440 nm and
140 TW/cm2 using a 2ω-wide frequency window centered on H9. We show this in
Fig. 3.4 for the two different Hanning windows that we consider in Fig. 3.2 (a) and
(b). We first observe that the different Hanning windows make very little difference
to the coherent, driven harmonic response generated near the peak of the driving
field (shown in red). The difference in the magnitude of the two peaks is purely due
to the different scaling imposed by the Hanning window at those points. The long
Hanning window H9 profile shows a long oscillating tail that does not arise in the
short Hanning window H9 profile. This long tail, as we observed in Chapter 2, is
a result of population being left in excited states with a dipole connection to the
ground state and gives rise to the narrow spectral features that we observed in Fig.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Time-frequency profile of the harmonic radiation for a driving wavelength of 440 nm and intensity of 140 TW/cm2 , when H9 is resonant with the
Stark-shifted 3p state. (b) Line-outs of the time-profile of H9 for driving wavelengths of 426 nm, 440 nm, and 483 nm. Note that the long and short trajectory
emission peaks in (b) belong to successive half-cycles of the driving field as can be
seen in (a). Reprinted from [84] with permission.
3.2(b). The oscillation in this tail would not occur if population was left in only one
excited state and occurs here due to quantum beating between population left in
the 3p and 4p states, whose energy difference give rise to a beat period of close to
4 O.C. of the IR pulse. This quantum beating process was recently experimentally
observed using transient absorption in neon [111] and investigated theoretically for
transient absorption in helium [112]. In terms of REHHG electron dynamics, we
find that for the resonantly enhanced case, the peak harmonic emission occurs at
1 O.C., whereas the non-resonantly enhanced case (not shown) occurs peaked at .5
O.C. We suspect that this difference in behavior is caused by delayed ionization of
the electron due to getting trapped in the excited state prior to ionization [113,114],
which can cause delayed harmonic emission by a half cycle, but would still result
in the traditonally expected long and short trajectory subcycle emission peaks that
we still observe to occur in the resonantly enhanced case (demonstrated below).
The other option for the observed delay, the electron getting trapped in an excited
state upon return, is not very likely because this would not result in emission times
corresponding to the long and short trajectory returns.
Fig. 3.5(a) illustrates the subcycle time-frequency profile at 440 nm and 140
TW/cm2 using a 12ω window with the central frequency of our frequency window
varying between H8 and H16. We see that it follows the predictions of the threestep model, with central frequencies below the high harmonic cutoff showing two
dominant emission peaks per half cycle that grow into a single emission peak at
the high harmonic cutoff [40, 115, 116]. The earlier peak corresponds to the short
trajectory returns and the later peak corresponds to the long trajectory returns. How
well this works near and below the ionization threshold is somewhat surprising, as
we expect the three-step model to break down in this energy regime, but yet we
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see well defined trajectories all the way down to a central frequency of H8, which
is well below the ionization threshold. This points towards us being able to take
these near-threshold trajectories and compare the cases of resonantly enhanced to
not resonantly enhanced, in order to identify the effect that the resonance has on
the quantum trajectories.
Fig 3.5(b) shows lineouts centered on H9 of the time-frequency profile for the
non-resonantly enhanced cases of 426 nm and 483 nm and the resonantly enhanced
case of 440 nm. We have labeled the long and short trajectories in all three cases
using time-frequency profiles like Fig. 3.5(a) and have chosen the time window such
that we are looking at the long trajectory from one half cycle and the short trajectory
from the next half cycle (these two trajectories do not grow together at the cutoff).
We see that the enhancement on resonance leads equally to enhancements of both
the long and short trajectory. One is not seemingly preferred over the other. We also
see interesting time-dependence of this emission. For a constant frequency lineout
in a time-frequency profile, one expects successive long and short trajectories, such
as we are looking at in Fig. 3.5(b), to smoothly grow closer together as one increases
the driving wavelength [19, 105, 117]. This means that the short trajectory should
smoothly shift earlier in the cycle and the long trajectory should smoothly shift later
in the cycle. We observe this action in Fig. 3.5(b) for the short trajectory, however,
the long trajectory experiences a strong variation from this expectation around the
resonant wavelength of 440 nm. That is, the contribution from the long trajectory
at 440 nm is shifted much later in the cycle than the contribution from the long
trajectory at 483 nm. This corresponds to a phase shift of the long trajectory, on
resonance, of π/4.
Fig. 3.6 shows the H9 subcycle time profile as a function of driving wavelength.
We overlay the plot with the approximate expected emission times of the short and
long trajectory at the different driving wavelengths by connecting the trajectories
at the lowest and highest non-resonant wavelengths. Starting at the bottom of Fig.
3.6, we see that as we vary the driving wavelength from 420 nm to 440 nm, the
contribution from the long trajectory smoothly shifts later in the cycle by approximately 1/8 O.C. As we increase the driving wavelength above the 440 nm resonant
case, we actually reach a point where we can no longer make out clear long and
short trajectories, which is the case that one might actually expect from these low
order harmonics. We then find the resurgence of an obvious long and short trajectory contribution as the driving wavelength increases to around the 2p resonant
enhancement feature at 475 nm. At longer wavelengths (not shown), we find similar results as H11 comes into resonance with the Stark-shifted energy levels: the
long and short trajectories are only recognizable for wavelengths near the resonant
wavelength and as we tune our wavelength into resonance, the long trajectory can
experience a sudden phase shift to later in the cycle.
This subcycle time behavior allows us to infer multiple things about the electron
dynamics that are going on during the REHHG process. It suggests that for harmonics near the ionization threshold, where we expect the three-step model to break
down, we can expect the electron to follow traditional three-step model behavior, if
the near-threshold harmonic is near a Stark-shifted resonance. The fact that both
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Figure 3.6: Sub-cycle time profile of the radiation centered on H9 as a function of
driving wavelengths spanning the 3p and 2p resonant enhancement features, which
are located at 440 nm and 470 nm for this intensity. The white lines are an approximate measure of the expected emission times for the short and long trajectory
emission peaks. Reprinted from [84] with permission.
the long and short trajectory are enhanced on resonance can be used to point to the
enhancement occurring during the ionization stage by a multiphoton resonance with
the Stark-shifted energy state. We can also interpret the phase shift on the long trajectory as occurring during the recollision step, as the long trajectory spends a long
time in the continuum and samples the entire spatial extent of the potential upon
return, whereas the short trajectory returns very quickly after ionization. Our work
also suggests that we can relate this phase shift to specific resonances, as we found
that the phase shift of the long trajectory of both H9 and H11 was approximately
the same for resonances with the same states.

3.3

Summary

By identifying specific wavelengths and intensities where resonant enhancement occurs, we have been able to look at how the resulting time profiles of the harmonic
emission change when a resonance is involved. We have seen that despite being
near and below the ionization threshold, around these resonances we can find the
familiar long and short trajectory dynamics of the three-step model. On resonance
we find that these trajectories are both greatly enhanced, suggesting that the res35

onance helps the electron ionize out of the ground state of our atom. We also find
that the resonant interaction can leave distinct signatures on its interaction with
the electron. On the subcycle level, we see this signature resulting in a phase shift
of the subcycle emission related to the long trajectory, while on the single harmonic
level we find that the signature results in delayed emission of our harmonic.
This all speaks to the interplay of the quantum trajectories and resonant enhancement. The resonant interaction does not drive the harmonic process for these
near-threshold harmonics, but rather assists in freeing the electron to follow the
natural three-step model behavior driven by the field. At wavelengths far from a
resonance, we do not observe obvious long and short trajectories, but for wavelengths
close to the resonance (but not resonant), the resonant interaction assists in the ionization and leads to our ability to very clearly see distinct below and near-threshold
long and short trajectories. At wavelengths on resonance, population can be directly
moved into the excited state and ionize from there, greatly increasing the yield of
these trajectories while leaving a temporal signature of the resonant interaction on
the generated harmonic, as well as leading to a phase shift on the long trajectory
recombination.
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Chapter 4
Spectral and temporal signatures of
resonant enhancement.
In the previous chapter, we identified and studied resonant enhancement of the harmonic yield as we varied the driving wavelength. This proved a fruitful technique
for identifying resonant enhancement in our calculations, however, most experimental studies are performed using fixed wavelength laser sources. Only recently
have developments in laser technology moved the field toward systematic studies
using sources with variable wavelengths [19, 109, 118–120]. For most HHG experiments, peak intensity and pulse duration are much easier variables to control and,
because of the dependence of the Stark-shift on intensity, one should expect that
intensity is an equally valid parameter to use as a probe in identifying REHHG.
However, comparing harmonic yields at different driving intensities can be complicated [70, 121–124], with any emerging structures related to resonant enhancement
often being masked by the rapid increase in harmonic yield with increased driving
intensity [84, 106, 109, 121].
In this chapter, we explore a different technique for the identification and study
of REHHG that is more accessible to use with varying peak intensity. Rather than
requiring REHHG to occur at the peak of the laser pulse, we study the temporal
and spectral signatures of REHHG occurring in the leading or trailing edges (the
wings) of the pulse. In the time domain we identify a distinct signature of the
resonant enhancement of a particular harmonic, that shifts with the time at which
the resonance occurs [67, 84]. In the spectral domain, we identify the corresponding
signature in the form of enhanced parts of that harmonic’s spectral profile. We
discuss how the spectral signatures, which are easily accessible in experiments, can
be interpreted in terms of the two kinds of dynamics involved in REHHG: the timing
of the resonance during the pulse that initiates the harmonic generation process,
and the subsequent semi-classical electron dynamics that leads to emission of the
harmonic light.

4.1

Introduction

Recall, from the previous chapter, that the resonant condition we expect to satisfy
for REHHG to occur is given by [84, 107–109]:
|∆| + Up = nh̄ω,
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(4.1)

where we have generalized the condition away from helium, so that now |∆| is the
difference between an atomic ground state and any of the dipole-allowed excited
states of the atom [125, 126]. Previously we treated this equation as if the intensity
dependence of Up was fixed to the peak intensity of the driving laser pulse. This
allowed us to consider Stark-shifted, multiphoton resonances that occurred only at
the peak of the driving laser pulse. However, in actuality, Up is a time dependent
value, varying during the laser pulse with the time-dependent intensity envelope
[127, 128]. This means that Eq. (4.1) might be satisfied at any time during the
pulse, not just at the peak. In this work, we extend our study of REHHG away
from the peak of the pulse and instead look towards REHHG occurring in the wings
of the pulse, studying how we can use the resulting signature to gain information
about electron dynamics.
We illustrate more precisely how to think about these resonances occurring in
the wings of a pulse in Fig. 4.1. Here we show the time-dependent intensity envelope
of laser pulses in the form of Eq. (3.1) [104], explicitly given as
I(t) = I0 cos4 (

c2 t
),
τ

(4.2)

where I0 is the peak intensity, and τ is the FWHM duration of the pulse. Note that
in the fixed wavelength case, for a given |∆| and n, there is exactly one resonant
intensity that satisfies Eq. (4.1). In Fig. 4.1, we illustrate a resonant intensity, Ir ,
with the dashed line and show a pulse with I0 = Ir , τ = τ0 with the black curve, the
case that we studied in the previous chapter. With the green curve, we illustrate

Intensity

1.2 Ir

Ir

Time

Figure 4.1: Three different laser intensity envelopes and a resonant intensity (dashed
line). We have chosen the intensity envelopes so that one is resonant at the peak
of the pulse (black), one has the same duration as the resonant pulse, but with a
larger peak intensity (green), and one has a larger peak intensity and a longer pulse
duration than the resonant pulse (red). We see that both the red and green curve
cross the resonant intensity twice, once on the rise of the pulse and once on the fall.
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a pulse with I0 = 1.2Ir , τ = τ0 , while the red curve represents a pulse such that
I0 = 1.2Ir , τ = 2τ0 . In both the red and green case, the effect of having a peak
intensity larger than Ir is that the pulse crosses the resonant intensity twice, once
on the rising edge and once on the falling edge. Because of the form that we have
chosen for the pulses, these crossings occur symmetrically about t = 0.
When the resonant condition of Eq. (4.1) is satisfied at a particular time, we
expect a temporal signature in the form of an enhancement of the harmonic yield
at this time. In this chapter we identify these resonant enhancement signatures in
the temporal and spectral domain by observing how the signatures shift as we vary
when, during the driving pulse, the resonance occurs. This resonance time can be
controlled by varying the peak intensity or the duration of a pulse. For example,
with the green curve in Fig. 4.1, we could move the resonance time further away
from t = 0 by increasing the peak intensity more, or by increasing the pulse duration,
demonstrated by the red curve.
To better illustrate these signatures and how changing the time of the resonances
influences the temporal and spectral profile of a resonantly enhanced harmonic, in
Fig. 4.2 we look at the intensity-dependent time profiles and corresponding spectra
of H11, calculated in an argon atom for an 800 nm, τ = 10 O.C. pulse. We have
chosen an intensity range around 26.5 TW/cm2 , an intensity for which we have
observed H11 to be directly resonantly enhanced by an 11-photon resonance between
the 3p ground state and the 7d state of argon (|∆| = 15.44 eV). In (a), we see that
the temporal profile of H11 appears as a single peak for intensities below the resonant
intensity, and branches into two distinct peaks for intensities larger than the resonant
Int.
(arb. units)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Time profile of H11 in argon as a function of intensity for a τ = 10
O.C., 800 nm pulse. Each intensity profile has been normalized to a maximum
of 1. (b) Corresponding frequency profile, however, each spectrum has not been
renormalized. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) correspond to the τ = 10 O.C.
lineouts in Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b), respectively. Note that black in a plot represents
saturated maxima in the profile.
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intensity. This branching occurs when there are two resonant interactions during
the pulse and these two peaks serve as a temporal signature of the interactions. At
the intensities for which the temporal peak begins to split in (a), we observe the
appearance of two new spectral features in (b), one higher than the central harmonic
frequency (H11) and one lower. These spectral features shift further away from the
central harmonic frequency with increasing intensity. The appearance of these new
spectral features serves as the spectral signature of resonant enhancement occurring
in the wings. In section 3, we will discuss that the spectral feature above (below)
the central frequency are due to resonantly enhanced contributions from the long
trajectory on the rising (falling) edge of the pulse.
We can highlight interesting features of these signatures by looking at how they
depend on other pulse parameters that also change the resonant time, such as pulse
duration. In Fig. 4.3, we show this for a pulse with peak intensity of 32.5 TW/cm2 ,
which we highlight with the dashed lines in Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b). Here we see that
with increased pulse duration, the temporal features move further apart in time,
as we would expect from looking at Fig. 4.1. However, we see that the temporal
signatures shift very differently with increased pulse duration than with increased
intensity. Similarly, we observe that the spectral signatures actually shift much
closer to the central harmonic frequency with increased pulse duration, unlike the
dependence we observed with increased intensity. This difference in the spectral signature dependence must be related to the different temporal signature dependence,
but the relationship between the two is not obvious.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Time profile of H11 in argon as a function of pulse duration for a
I0 = 32.5 TW/cm2 pulse. Each pulse duration profile has been normalized to a
maximum of 1. (b) Corresponding frequency profile, however, each spectrum has
not been renormalized.
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Lastly, taken together, Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 highlight interesting asymmetries in
the signatures. The temporal signature appears asymmetrical about t = 0, despite
the resonant intensities being symmetric. Spectrally, the high energy signature
and the low energy signature do not mirror each other, and appear very different.
In the following two sections, we will explore these asymmetries, as well as the
other interesting dependencies discussed in this section, as we go into more depth
discussing these signatures and applying them to the study of REHHG. We will
illustrate how to best understand these signatures, and discuss the role of electron
dynamics to their exact form.

4.2

Temporal signatures

In this section we are going to focus on the temporal signature of resonant enhancement in the wings of a pulse. We expect this signature to be tied to the time that
a resonant intensity occurs as we vary the pulse parameters. This means that in
order to understand how the temporal signature shifts, in time, as we vary the peak
intensity or pulse duration, we must understand how a constant intensity evolves as
we change I0 and τ . Assuming that we have a resonant intensity, Ir < I0 , then we
can describe the time that we expect this resonant intensity to occur by solving the
following equation for tr± , the time of the resonant intensity on the rising (tr− ) and
falling (tr+ ) edge of the pulse:
c2 tr±
).
Ir = I0 cos (
τ
4

(4.3)

Solving this equation yields,
τ
tr± = ± arccos
c2

r
4

Ir
I0

!
.

(4.4)

This defines a curve of constant intensity in (t, I0 ) and (t, τ ) parameter space, which
we demonstrate in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b), respectively, with solid blue (red) lines
representing the intensity occurring on the rising (falling) edge. Observe that these
curves of constant intensity behave very differently, depending on whether we vary I0
(arccos-like) or τ (linear). Already we can recognize the dependency of these curves
as being essentially the same that we previously observed, however, this gives us
curves that are explicitly symmetric about t = 0, and we have observed that our
temporal signatures are not symmetrical. In order to gain this asymmetry, we have
to more carefully approach the expected temporal signature of REHHG, including
the interaction of the field and the electron, as we do below.
Recall, from the previous chapter, that the major role of the resonance in the
REHHG process is to help in the ionization of long and short electron trajectories
related to the enhanced harmonics [84]. In that way, we expect the time of the resonant intensity to act as an ionization time. These trajectories, after being launched,
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.4: (a) The solid lines illustrate how a constant intensity in a pulse evolves
with increased peak intensity relative to the resonant intensity, on the rising edge
of the pulse (blue) and the falling edge (red) for a τ = 5 O.C. pulse. The dashed
lines show the solid lines shifted forward by 1 O.C. (b) The same thing as in (a),
except as a function of pulse duration for a pulse that has a peak intensity twice the
resonant intensity.
then take time to return to the core, recombine, and give us the related burst of
light in the temporal profile of our harmonic. Depending on the primary trajectories
launched, this return time can be between .25 O.C. and 1.25 O.C. [40,52,57,116,129].
We illustrate the expected curves of recombination for a trajectory taking 1 O.C.
after ionization (at the resonant intensity) in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b) with the dashed
blue (red) lines for the rising (falling) edge resonance. This delay between the time
of resonant intensity and the time of recombination is what breaks the symmetry of
our temporal signatures about t = 0. Note that this delay between the resonant intensity and the recombination can be used to infer the primary trajectories involved
in the generation of the harmonics we consider.
With a better understanding of these temporal signatures, we can now apply
them to our study of REHHG. In Fig. 4.5, we again look at the temporal profile of
H11 in argon at 800 nm, as a function of peak intensity (a) and pulse duration (b).
We have overlaid (a) and (b) with black solid curves representing a recombination
time of .75 O.C. after the 7d resonant intensity of 26.5 TW/cm2 . In (a), we also
overlay a dashed line representing a resonant intensity at 38.9 TW/cm2 shifted by
1.1 O.C., related to an indirect enhancement of H11 due to a 9-photon, 4s resonance.
In both (a) and (b), the agreement between the curves and the observed temporal
profile is good. This suggests that the observed temporal splitting of H11 is indeed
directly related to enhancement through resonances whose “initiating” intensity
varies in time as we increase the peak intensity. We note that for the 4s resonance
in particular, the enhancement structures in (a) are a little higher in intensity than
the overlaid curves. This could be indicative of the 4s state shifting slightly less
than ponderomotively, as has been previously observed [84].
In fact, note that even when the resonant intensity is well into the temporal
wings of the pulse, the only emission signal that we really observe is the REHHG
signal. This is counter intuitive, as we would expect to observe emission from HHG
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Figure 4.5: (a) Temporal profile of H11 as a function of intensity in argon for an
800 nm, τ = 10 O.C. pulse. Overlaid with curves representing constant intensities
of 26.5 TW/cm2 (solid) and 38.9 TW/cm2 (dashed) shifted in time by .75 O.C., and
1.1 O.C., respectively. (b) Temporal profile of H11 as a function of pulse duration for
an 800 nm, I0 = 32.5 TW/cm2 pulse. Overlaid with curves representing a constant
intensity of 26.5 TW/cm2 , shifted by .75 O.C.
processes driven by a higher intensity portion of the pulse. However, we do not see
emission near the peak of the pulse, except for when we see another resonant process
start to be driven. For example, the emission around t = 0 at the highest intensities
of Fig. 4.5 (a) actually corresponds to the 3d state coming into resonance with H11.
This serves to demonstrate that in these parameter ranges, the temporal dynamics
of the near-threshold harmonics can be almost entirely dependent on these harmonic
resonances
There are other interesting properties that we can infer from the temporal behavior of H11. The distinctive temporal shifts related to the different resonances in
Fig. 4.5 (a) imply that the resonances initiate trajectory dynamics that is unique
to each resonance. The peak emission time for the 7d resonance was .75 O.C. after
the resonant intensity, which is a long trajectory return time related to harmonics
close to the cutoff, whereas the 4s resonance led to a peak return time that was
1.1 O.C. after the resonant intensity, which is a characteristic of a long trajectory
related to a low-order plateau harmonic [57, 116]. These are distinctively different
trajectories, but the emission signal of each resonance is consistent in its unique
return time. This indicates that these trajectories are very stable and depend only
on being driven by a particular resonance.
We also see that there can be interesting differences between the emission on the
rising and falling edge. The 7d resonant emission doesn’t show much asymmetry between the rising and falling edge resonance, though it does consistently demonstrate
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a stronger return for the later resonance. The 4s resonance, however, is asymmetric, with the early emission being unchanging with intensity, but the late emission
showing a ripple-like structure. There is always a structure observed on the falling
edge, but it is weak and changes strength rapidly. This asymmetry between the
rising and falling edge is currently unexplained. It could be related to the fact that
this is an indirect resonant enhancement. Asymmetries between resonant effects
on the rising and falling edges of a pulse have been previously explained using the
asymmetry between ionization before the peak of a pulse (low) and after the peak
(high) [128]. But this physical explanation does not seem to fit here, as there are
intensities where the rising edge emission returns after the peak of the pulse, but
does not show any effects similar to what the falling edge demonstrates.
While this chapter is not focused on studying the temporal signatures as we
vary the wavelength parameter, it is interesting, in discussing the difference in the
behavior on the rising and falling edge, to look at the λ dependence. Note that as
we increase λ, we expect the intensity necessary to drive a resonance to decrease.
This means that increasing the wavelength will move a resonant intensity into the
wings for a pulse with a fixed peak intensity and duration. We show the H11
temporal emission as a function of driving wavelength for an I0 = 40 TW/cm2 ,
τ = 10 O.C. pulse in Fig. 4.6. This parameter range is chosen to show the 4s
resonance and we overlay the plot with the λ-dependent time of recombination,
assuming the same 1.1 O.C. delay that we observed with intensity. Again we see
good agreement between the structure and the curve, however, the structure is still
slightly higher than the curve, reiterating that the state seems to shift slightly less
than ponderomotively. Notice that the splitting structure in λ looks almost exactly

4s

Figure 4.6: The temporal profile of H11 as a function of wavelength in argon for
a τ = 10 O.C. and I0 = 40 TW/cm2 pulse. We overlay the plot with curves of
the λ-dependent intensities for an indirect enhancement of H11 by a 9-photon, 4s
resonance (dashed), shifted by 1.1 O.C. Here the temporal profile at each driving
wavelength have been normalized to a maximum value of 1.
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as it looked in I0 , with the rising edge emission being well defined, but the falling edge
emission showing a ripple-like structure. This is interesting because these processes
in λ and I0 are occurring at very different parameters: different ponderomotive
shifts, intensities and wavelengths. Yet we see the same emission signature on the
rising and falling edges. This similarity seems to imply that the electron dynamics
initiated in REHHG can be less dependent on the specific pulse parameters, and
can depends more on the fact that a specific resonance was driven in a particular
way, either with rising or falling intensity.

4.3

Spectral signatures

We now turn our attention to the spectral signatures. Previously, we have observed
no distinct spectral signatures for harmonics enhanced at the peak of the field, i.e.,
the resonantly enhanced H9 in the 440 nm case in Fig. 3.1 shows no distinctive
spectral features, aside from being stronger than H9 at the other wavelengths. This
is different for the case of REHHG in the wings of the pulse. For harmonic generation
in the wings of a pulse, the harmonic frequency will be shifted away from the central
frequency and will depend on the derivative of the intensity envelope at the time of
recombination, as well as the trajectory taken to recombine [63,64,67–69,130]. From
the intensity-dependent dipole phase discussed in Chapter 1, this instantaneous
frequency of the qth order harmonic can be expressed as
Ωq (t) = qω + αqs,l

∂I(t)
,
∂t

(4.5)

where αqs,l is the constant of proportionality for the intensity dependent phase coefficient of the short (s) and long (l) trajectories contributing to the qth harmonic,
and ω is the frequency of the driving pulse. This instantaneous frequency shift for
HHG emission in the wings of the pulse gives us our distinct spectral signature.
There are two interesting properties of the instantaneous frequency. First, note
that this instantaneous frequency corresponds to different spectral shifts for the
long and short trajectories since αqs ≈ 0 and αqs << αql for harmonics in the plateau
[65, 131]. This introduces an interesting asymmetry between the spectral behavior
of the two trajectories, because it means that when the primary harmonic emission
is in the wings of the pulse, we expect the short trajectories to emit essentially
unshifted from the harmonic frequency, whereas we expect the long trajectories to
emit at frequencies well shifted from the harmonic frequency [68, 132]. This allows
for a simple spectral separation of the two trajectory contributions, whereas typically
the two trajectories spectrally overlap, complicating interpretations related to the
trajectories [13,19,57,71,95,133]. The other interesting property of the instantaneous
frequency is its asymmetric behavior with respect to HHG emission on the rising
the falling edge of the pulse, since on the rising (falling) edge, the derivative of the
intensity envelope is positive (negative). This means that we expect emission on
the rising edge to be blueshifted (increased in energy) and emission on the falling
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Figure 4.7: Variation of intensity profile derivative (Eq. (4.3)) with peak intensity
and pulse duration when evaluated 1 O.C. after the resonant intensity. In (a) we
show the intensity dependence for a τ = 5 O.C. pulse and in (b) we show the pulse
duration dependence for a peak intensity of I0 = 1.15Ir , where Ir is the resonant
intensity. In both (a) and (b), the blue curves correspond to the return associated
with the rising edge resonance and the red curves correspond to the return associated
with the falling edge resonance.
edge to be redshifted (decreased in energy) [68]. This asymmetry allows us to easily
spectrally distinguish between emission related to rising and falling edge resonances.
The specifics of the spectral signature are more complicated than the temporal
signature, as the spectral signature depends on the derivative of the intensity envelope evaluated at some return time after the time of the resonant intensity. However,
purely from the form of the derivative of the intensity envelope,
4I0 c2 cos3 ( cτ2 t ) sin( cτ2 t )
∂I(t)
=
,
∂t
τ

(4.6)

we expect these spectral signatures to shift away from the central harmonic frequency at large I0 and closer to the central harmonic frequency at large τ . This is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), which shows the time derivative of a pulse
evaluated 1 O.C. after a resonant intensity as a function of relative peak intensity
to the resonant intensity (a) and pulse duration (b) with the rising (falling) edge
resonance shown in blue (red).
Fig. 4.7 also serves to highlight complications introduced to the instantaneous
frequency by evaluating it some time after the resonant intensity. Because of this
delay, we can get unique behavior in this spectral signature when our pulse intensity
is close to resonance or when our pulse is extremely short. In these situations, the
resonant intensity can be closer to the peak of the pulse than the time required for
long trajectory electrons to return, and the trajectories on the rising edge of the
pulse can return on the falling edge of the pulse. This leads to redshifted spectral
features that relate to rising edge resonances and is highlighted in Fig. 4.7 (a) and
(b), when the blue curves have a negative value. Note that the recombination from
the resonance on the falling edge of the pulse will always occur on the falling edge.
This is due to the inherent time asymmetry between the rising and falling edge, with
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7d falling edge
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Figure 4.8: (a) and (b) show the spectra corresponding to Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b),
respectively, though (a) has been chosen to look at the spectra around the 7d resonance only. The solid curves represent the instantaneous frequency expected from
the 7d resonant enhancement on the rising and falling edge (shown in grey and
purple, respectively). Note that α values have been chosen to fit the magnitude of
the observed spectral features, and not directly calculated. Also note that here the
spectra has not been renormalized, unlike the corresponding temporal profiles.
the rising edge emission always occurring closer to the peak of the pulse than the
falling edge emission. When a situation arises where we have redshifted rising edge
emission, the spectral signature will quickly correct itself with increased intensity or
pulse duration, which is also demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b).
With a better understanding of the spectral signatures, we now turn our attention
to applying them to study resonant enhancement. In Fig. 4.8 (a) and (b), we
show the corresponding spectra of Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b), respectively, for intensities
around the 7d resonance. We overlay the plots with the calculated instantaneous
frequency from the temporal curves in Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b), where we have colored
the blueshifted curves gray and the redshifted curves purple. Note that we have
chosen an α value for Eq. (4.5) that fits the magnitude of the observed spectral
shifts. This means that what should be considered here is not the magnitude of
the curves, but rather the shape. While it is difficult to observe in Fig. 4.8, we
find good agreement between the shape of the predicted curves and the resulting
spectral signal. These agreement holds well except at small τ , where the blueshifted
feature becomes very hard to recognize. We can further confirm our explanation for
the spectral signatures by observing that the redshifted feature is generally stronger
than the blueshifted feature, corresponding to our temporal domain observation that
the late 7d emission signal was stronger than the early.
These spectral signatures also contain a lot of information about the trajectory
dynamics. In Fig. 4.8 (a), we see that with increasing intensity, the emission at the
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central harmonic frequency (white dotted lines) decreases until there is no signal at
all at 36 TW/cm2 . This implies that with increased intensity, there is actually less
short trajectory emission. The short trajectory emission at the central frequency
depends more weakly on τ , as the unshifted emission in Fig. 4.8 (b) gains weakly
in strength, but is essentially unchanged otherwise.
Conversely, the long trajectory depends much more sensitively to τ , particularly
depending on which edge the emission occurs on. We see that the rising edge long
trajectory signature is weak and hard to recognize for short pulses, while the falling
edge emission is much more consistent. This provides another asymmetry between
the rising and falling edge emission signatures. In Fig. 4.8 (a), the long trajectory
seems essentially unchanged with intensity for the 7d resonance and we observe a
very strong long trajectory spectral signal from both the rising and falling edge of
the pulse for all intensities above the resonance. This recognizable signal from the
long trajectory is fairly consistent with the fact that we persistently observe emission
at .75 O.C. after the resonant intensity on both the rising and falling edge, since
that corresponds to a long trajectory return time [57, 116].

4.4

Application to recent experiments

Recent experiments looking at the intensity-dependent HHG spectra of argon discovered a spectral feature that redshifts as the intensity of a driving pulse is increased [67], atypical of normal HHG processes with increased intensity [68, 132].
Fig. 4.9 shows experimental spectra measured using 800 nm, 2.75 O.C. FWHM
driving pulses with varying peak intensity. In this figure we highlight the redshifting feature and H13 by overlaying them with a dotted and solid line, respectively.
Immediately, we can see that this redshifted feature looks like a spectral signature
of REHHG in the falling edge of a pulse. Looking at the entire spectrum, we can get
another hint at this, because of the observation of narrow spectral features between
14 and 16 eV, occurring at the resonant energies of argon due to population being
left in excited states. As we saw in the last chapter, this is a calling card of REHHG.
Follow-up experiments were performed that added more evidence for this redshifting feature to be falling edge REHHG emission: By looking at the spatial profile
in the far field, as a function of intensity, the experimentalists were able to show
that this redshifted spectral feature was very divergent and thus had a large atomic
dipole phase, similar to that of a long trajectory [65,131]. Hence this emission looks
like a long trajectory spectral contribution. By performing complicated attosecond
lighthouse experiments [134], the experimentalists also demonstrated that this emission temporally occurred far into the wings of the pulse. They showed the redshifted
emission occurring 2 O.C. after the peak of the pulse at one particular intensity [67].
All of these experimental observations conform to properties that we would expect
with a redshifted spectral signature of REHHG in the falling edge of a pulse.
For this parameter range, we expect that there are no direct Stark-shifted resonances with H13, meaning that this process needs to be related to an indirect
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Figure 4.9: Experimentally measured HHG spectra in argon as a function of driving pulse intensity for an 800 nm, 7 fs FWHM driving laser pulse. The intensity
dependent spectrum show the expected emission occuring at the harmonic energies,
such as H13 (dotted line), as well as narrow spectral features at the resonant energies (spectral features between 14 ev and 16 eV) and a new intensity dependent,
red-shifting spectral feature (eHHG) shown with the solid line. This new intensity dependent, red-shifting spectral feature is directly related to emission occuring
several fs after the peak of the pulse. Adapted from [67] with permission.
resonant enhancement of H13. However, using Eq. (4.1) for argon in this intensity
range, we find that this falling edge emission is likely due to a 3d resonance with
H11. At 800 nm, we expect this resonance to be driven at 50 TW/cm2 . Note that
the lack of experimental observation of any signal on H11 is not entirely disconcerting, as we observed that the spectral signature of H11 for pulses less than ≈ 4.5
O.C. was extremely weak and ill-defined for both the rising and falling edge. The
observation of a long trajectory spectral signature for an indirect resonant enhancement to H13 at such a short pulse might indicate that indirect resonances leading
to higher return energies, corresponding to long trajectories that spend less time in
the continuum [57], can be less sensitive to pulse duration. Again, using Fig. 4.8 (b)
as a guide, it is also understandable that the experiment might not observe an H13
emission signature from the rising edge resonance, as we saw that for H11, the rising
edge emission was much more sensitive to pulse duration than the falling edge.
We show our calculated H13 temporal profile and HHG spectra around H13 as
a function of intensity in Fig. 4.10. In the time domain, we find a much more
complicated harmonic profile than we saw in the previous section. There is no
well defined rising edge emission signal, however, there does seem to be a well
defined falling edge emission signal. We overlay Fig. 4.10 (a) with the curve of
recombination from the 11 photon, 3d resonance, assuming a .25 O.C. delay after the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) The temporal profile of H13 in argon as a function of intensity for
a τ = 2.75 O.C. pulse. Overlaid with curves of constant intensity for a 50 TW/cm2
resonance shifted by .25 O.C. (black) for the falling edge only, and .75 O.C. for the
rising (purple, dashed) and the falling (purple, solid) edge. (b) The corresponding
spectral profile of H13 as a function of intensity. Overlaid with curves corresponding
to the instantaneous frequency evaluated with the corresponding purple curve of (a).
The value of α has been chosen to fit the spectral magnitude of the shift.
resonant intensity for the falling edge (black). This curve agrees very well with the
primary emission signal observed and, because a .25 O.C. return time corresponds
to a short trajectory, implies that we should spectrally observe a lot of emission at
the central frequency. We also show a long trajectory recombination curve for the
rising (purple, dashed) and falling (purple, solid) edge resonance, shifted .75 O.C.
after the resonant intensity. Here the falling edge purple curve agrees with a weaker
portion of the emission, while the rising edge purple curve seems to overlap temporal
emission, but has no temporal features that track along with it.
In the frequency domain, shown in Fig. 4.10 (b), we have overlaid the calculated
instantaneous frequencies generated from the corresponding (dashed or solid) purple
curves in the temporal domain. We immediately see that the redshifted feature
(solid) agrees well with our calculated curve, and with the experimental redshifted
feature from Fig 4.9. Spectrally, we also observe a blueshifted emission feature that
agrees with the rising edge resonant curve, even though the temporal structure was
not as well defined as for the falling edge emission. However, this spectral signature
was not measured in the experiment, which hints that because its temporally less
well defined, it might be more sensitive to macroscopic phase matching that would
play a role in the actual experiment. Also note there is always a strong emission
signal at the central harmonic frequency (white dashed line). This corresponds well
to our observation that the black curve in (a) agrees very well with the primary
emission feature.
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Note that fitting our expected signatures here is more complicated than in the
last section, which is likely a combination of two factors: First, the pulses considered
here are extremely short. In the previous section, we saw that this led to issues in
observing clear spectral signatures of REHHG. Second, because of the experimental observation of this effect happening on H13, we are forced to consider indirect
resonant enhancements and to try to infer dynamics related to them. Indirect resonant enhancements are currently not well understood. The indirect resonance that
we considered in section 2 was fairly well behaved, with respect to our calculated
signatures, though we did find an interesting asymmetry between the rising and
falling edge signatures in that case. Because it is not a direct resonant process, the
dynamics leading to this harmonic could be very complicated. This might explain
why the temporal profile of the indirectly enhanced harmonics that we have observed have been more complicated than for the directly enhanced harmonic. With
both of these complications, however, we still generally find a very good fit between
the experimental observations of this redshifted feature and the indirect resonant
enhancement of H13 due to a Stark-shifted, 11 photon resonance with the 3d state
of argon in the falling edge of the pulse.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter we have seen that the technique of looking at temporal and spectral
signatures imposed by shifting REHHG resonances into the wings of a pulse has
many uses. It can allow for identification of REHHG in variables that are typically
complicated to work with for resonant enhancement, such as peak pulse intensity.
It can also allow for the study of resonant enhancement in variables that have never
been associated with the topic, such as pulse duration. We have seen that one
strength of this technique is that it allows for the study of trajectory dynamics
in REHHG in the spectral domain, automatically separating the long and short
trajectory contributions in the spectrum. It also allows us to separate long trajectory
dynamics on the rising and falling edge of the pulse. The technique is not as strong
for short trajectories, as we can not easily relate them to falling or rising edge
emission, however, this technique could potentially be used to gain insight into the
complicated trajectory dynamics of REHHG. This could potentially allow for better
tailoring of attosecond pulse trains and single attosecond pulses from resonantly
enhanced harmonics around threshold [46, 47, 52, 135]. Further, this technique was
applied directly to the interpretation of recent experimental observations and found
to explain them in a very simple manner.
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Part II
Resonant interactions in transient
absorption in a macroscopic medium
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Chapter 5
Transient absorption and macroscopic
numerical methods.
We now transition to the study of resonant interactions in transient absorption in
a macroscopic medium. In Chapters 6 and 7, we show that a resonant interaction
with a medium can introduce many different effects that can not be accounted for
at the single atom level alone. We also transition from thinking about the generation of HHG to an application of the HHG light source in transient absorption. We
must also construct the numerical framework for modeling laser beams propagating through and interacting with a macroscopic gas medium, namely the coupled
solutions of the TDSE and the Maxwell wave equation. This chapter sets out to
accomplish both of these things.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 1 gives an introduction to transient
absorption, focusing primarily on attosecond transient absorption, which makes use
of attosecond XUV pulses to study XUV-initiated electron dynamics in the presence of a moderately strong IR field. Section 2 demonstrates how to calculate the
single atom response function and explains typical features of the transient absorption spectrum. Section 3 discusses the numerical framework for the macroscopic
calculations.

5.1

Introduction to transient absorption

In time domain studies of dynamic processes, it is important to probe the process on
the characteristic time scale that it occurs. This requirement has driven development
of shorter and shorter laser pulse durations in order to study faster and faster atomic
and electronic dynamics. With the creation of picosecond (1 ps = 10−12 second) laser
pulses around 1970, scientists were able to study the rotation of large molecules
[136–138]. Pushing the limits to femtosecond (1 fs = 10−15 second) laser pulses in
the 1980’s opened up the world of rapid molecular vibrations for study [139–142].
The advent of laser pulses with attosecond (1 as = 10−18 second) duration, near the
beginning of the 21st century, gave the world access to the fastest dynamics outside
of the atomic nucleus, those of the electron [44, 45].
These XUV attosecond laser pulses have been used many different ways to
probe and study electronic dynamics [26, 28, 47, 74–76]. One promising application is attosecond transient absorption (ATA), a technique in which one measures
the frequency-resolved, time integrated absorption spectrum by a medium interacting with both an attosecond pump pulse and a time-delayed moderately strong IR
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Figure 5.1: (a) Typical setup for a transient absorption experiment. A strong IR
pulse is split into two separate IR pulses. One IR pulse is used as the probe pulse,
while the other IR pulse goes through an HHG process to generate the XUV pump
pulse. The absorption of the XUV pump pulse is then measured as a function of
delay with respect to the IR probe pulse. (b) Illustration of the time profile for the
XUV pump pulse and the IR probe pulse with a relative delay td between the pulses.
Note that the intensities in (b) are not shown to scale.
probe pulse [48, 143–146]. The IR pulse is typically in the range of a few times 1012
W/cm2 , which is strong enough to couple excited states to other nearby states,
but not to excite the electron out of the ground state. The attosecond pump
pulse typically has photon energies in the range of 20 − 100 eV and can excite
the atoms in the medium, while the IR probe pulse has photon energies in the range
of 1.5 eV and cannot excite or ionize the atoms from the ground state, but can
induce multiphoton absorption or ionization processes after the atoms have been
excited [48]. By studying the change in the XUV absorption as a function of delay between the two pulses, one can learn about the time-dependent dynamics that
occur during the interaction between the fields and the electron. ATA has been
implemented and studied in dilute noble gases [77–81, 143, 144, 146–151], molecular
gases [82, 83, 145, 152], and even thin-films [153, 154]. These ATA studies have provided key insight into many basic physical processes, such as light-induced virtual
states [79, 80], molecular dissociation [145, 152], line-shape modifications in the absorption spectra [77,78,149,150], autoionization from doubly excited states [83,147],
the motion of valence electrons [143], and many other physical phenomena. For the
work in this thesis, we constrain our focus to ATA in rare/noble gases.
We illustrate the usual set-up for an ATA experiment in Fig. 5.1(a). A strong
IR pulse is split into two separate IR pulses. One pulse is used as the probe pulse,
while the other is used in an HHG cell to generate the attosecond XUV pump pulse.
Generating the probe and pump pulse from the same initial IR pulse results in the
pump and probe pulse being automatically synchronized, allowing experimentalists
to gain the high delay resolution necessary to study ultrafast electronic dynamics
in ATA. The two pulses, with a chosen delay between them, then pass through the
sample gas after which the XUV spectrum is measured on a detector. In Fig. 5.1(b),
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Absorption

we illustrate the time profile of the two pulses with a relative delay between them
of td .
Absent the IR, the effect of the XUV field is to excite the electron to dipoleallowed excited states of the atom (bright states). This gives rise to an excited state
energy contribution to the dipole, d(t), that decays over some finite lifetime, as we
observed in Chapters 2 and 3. In a macroscopic medium, this dipole contribution
generates an electric field that is exactly out of phase with the driving field and
therefore leads to absorption when added to the driving (propagating) electric field
[13]. The time-dependence of this newly generated electric field (which decays with
the lifetime of the time-dependent dipole moment) gives rise to the characteristic
Lorentzian shape in the absorption spectrum around these excited energy levels,
which we demonstrate in Fig. 5.2 with the black curve [150]. When the IR field
is present, either during or after the XUV excitation, it couples the XUV-excited
states to nearby states. This leads to a Stark-shift of the bright state energy and
thereby a phase shift of the time dependent dipole moment. The amount of the phase
shift and the time that it is imposed onto the decaying dipole moment can alter the
absorption line shape. When this phase shift is π/2 and imposed when the states are
first excited, the absorption line shape changes and becomes dispersive (Fano-like)
instead of Lorentzian, which we illustrate in Fig. 5.2 with the red curve. This has
been explored in detail in [149, 150]. Understanding how the XUV absorption line
shape changes at different delays between the XUV and IR fields provides insight
into the dynamics of the atomic system while it is interacting with these two fields.
We explore this in more detail in the following section after calculating the single
atom transient absorption spectrum.

0

w0
Frequency
Figure 5.2: Demonstration of Lorentzian (black) and dispersive (red) absorption line
shapes. Here ω0 represents the excited state energy that we consider.
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5.2

Calculation of the single atom transient absorption spectrum

At the single atom level, we can calculate the interaction of an electron with a
two-color (IR + XUV) field, using the numerical techniques of Chapter 2. We first
describe the two-color field as the sum of a linearly polarized IR field and a linearly
polarized XUV field, so that
E(t) = EIR (t) + EXU V (t).

(5.1)

These fields take the same form that we used for the driving fields in Part I, such
that
c2 t
EIR (t) = E0 cos2 ( ) cos(2πt),
(5.2)
τ
c2 (t − td ) 2
EXU V (t) = E1 cos2 (
) cos(2πX(t − td )),
(5.3)
τ1
where E0 and E1 are the peak IR and XUV field strengths, respectively, t is in units
1
of O.C. of the IR field, c2 = 2 arccos( 21 4 ), τ and τ1 are the FWHM duration of the
IR and XUV field, respectively, X is the photon energy of the XUV relative to the
photon energy of the IR, and td is the delay between the two fields. Note we assume
τπ
the IR field is zero for |t| > 2c
and that the XUV field is zero for t > ( τ2c1 π2 + td ) and
2
τ1 π
t < (− 2c2 + td ). With the fields modeled, we can now solve the TDSE and calculate
e
the dipole spectrum, D(ω).
To describe the single atom absorption probability at a
given frequency, we calculate a response function derived from requiring conservation
of energy between the atom and the field [48, 79, 149, 155], given as
h
i
∗
e
e
e
S(ω) = 2 Im D(ω)E (ω) ,
(5.4)
e
e
where E(ω)
is the Fourier transform of the two-color driving field. S(ω)
represents
e
the absorption probability per unit frequency at a given frequency, so that ω S(ω)
represents the energy gained or lost by the atom per unit frequency at ω [149, 156].
e
e
If ω S(ω)
is positive, the atoms absorb XUV light, and if ω S(ω)
is negative, then
the atoms emit XUV light at that frequency.
e td ) in
We show the delay dependent absorption spectrum, the spectrogram S(ω,
Fig. 5.3 for a helium atom interacting with an 800 nm, 4 O.C. FWHM IR pulse
with a peak intensity of 3 TW/cm2 and a 330 as (1/8 O.C.) XUV pulse with energy
centered at 25 eV (X = 16.13). Fig. 5.3 illustrates many of the characteristic
features found in a ATA spectra and demonstrates that different delays between the
XUV pulse and the IR pulse can greatly alter how the XUV light is absorbed [48].
Our delay convention is such that large positive (negative) delays correspond to the
IR pulse arriving completely before (after) the XUV pulse. For large positive delays,
the IR field is not strong enough to excite the atom out of the ground state, so that
when the XUV field arrives it interacts with the unperturbed ground state of the
atom and is only absorbed at the bright state energies, with no dependence on the
relative delay with the IR pulse. This gives rise to Lorentzian-like absorption line
shapes at the energies corresponding to bright states. For large negative delays, the
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Figure 5.3: Single atom absorption spectrogram, calculated in helium using a 330 as
XUV pulse with photon energy centered at 25 eV and an IR pulse with a wavelength
of 800 nm and a peak intensity of 3x1012 W/cm−2 . On the left side are labels showing
selected singly excited states plus or minus some number of IR photons. Note that
negative delay refers to the XUV pulse arriving before the IR pulse. The black
curve at the top of the figure represents the time profile of the IR pulse. Reprinted
from [48] with permission.
XUV pulse first excites bright states in the atom and the IR pulse then couples these
populated bright states to nearby states. This coupling alters the absorption line
shape from Lorentzian and gives rise to hyperbolic sidebands off of the absorption
features due to perturbed free-induction decay. In this delay regime, as well as the
regime where the XUV and IR pulses overlap, we get delay-dependent oscillations
in absorption features, due to which-way interferences that arise during the atomic
interaction with the two fields [48, 157]. For delays where the XUV and IR pulses
overlap, then we observe the IR pulse to, again, alter the absorption line shape of
bright states from Lorentzian, but we further observe these XUV absorption features
to shift in energy due to the IR pulse inducing a Stark-shift on the atomic energy
levels. We also observe the appearance of light-induced states (LISs) (features that
only exist while the fields overlap) due to the absorption of XUV light at frequencies
corresponding to (XUV ± IR) processes that move population into dark states. The
work of this thesis will not address LISs.
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5.3

Extending to a macroscopic medium

In Part I of this thesis, our numerical methods focused on solving the semiclassical
microscopic problem of a single atom interacting with a laser field. This required
only a representation for the atom, a time-dependent electric field, and solving the
TDSE for the interaction of the two. Now we wish to focus on the macroscopic
problem of a linearly polarized laser field propagating through a gas and interacting
with a macroscopic number of atoms. To do this, we need a real space representation
for the time-dependent electric field, a real space representation of our gas, and to
solve the coupled TDSE and MWE for the light propagating through this medium.
This requires more sophisticated field and medium modeling than we have discussed
previously in this thesis. We base these numerical methods on work previously
described in [57, 158] using cylindrically symmetric fields.
We begin by describing the gas medium, defined in the cylindrical coordinates
r and z, where z will serve as the propagation direction for the laser. We define
z = 0 as the center of the gas and the total length to be zl , so that we consider the
propagation of the electric field from z = − z2l to z = z2l . We assume the density of
the gas is uniform in the radial direction and trapezoidal in the z direction. Radially,
the medium ranges from r = 0 to r = rmax , where rmax is chosen to ensure that the
radial extent of the electric fields are contained. We project the r coordinate onto
a grid ri = (i − 1/2)∆r for i = 1...nr , where ∆r = rmax /nr , and the z coordinate
onto a grid zj = − z2l + (j − 1)∆z for j = 1...nz , where ∆z = zl /nz . The goal of
this discretization is to use the zj grid to step the electric field through the gas one
plane at a time using the MWE and using the ri grid in each plane as sample gas
atoms that the field interacts with to calculate the atomic response for the source
term of the MWE, in order to step the electric field to the next plane. We will more
carefully outline this scheme a little further below.
Using this discretization, we can model our electric fields in this coordinate

r

Figure 5.4: Gaussian beam as a function of z and r illustrating the beam waist at
the focus, w0 , the confocal parameter, b, and the waist as a function of z, w(z). The
spatial profile of the beam is defined entirely by driving wavelength of the beam, the
choice of the location of the focus, and the confocal parameter. Adapted from [159],
which is released under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share-Alike License 3.0.
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system. Because we march the electric fields forward through the gas medium, we
need only define them at the beginning of the medium. The initial electric fields are
cylindrically symmetric Gaussian beams as illustrated in Figure 5.4. A Gaussian
beam is defined by its wavelength, the confocal parameter of the beam, and the
location of the focus, which we define relative to the center of the gas medium [160].
Working in the frequency domain, we construct the initial Gaussian pulse for the
IR field as


−2ri2 k(ω)b(ω)
EeIR (ω)
e
exp
exp (iφ(ω, ri ))
EIR (ω, ri ) =
b(ω)2 + 4(z1 − zf oc )2
1 + 2 [(z1 − zf oc )/b(ω)]2
(5.5)
bω0
e
where EIR (ω) is the Fourier transform of the IR field, b(ω) = ω is the confocal
parameter scaled relative to the frequency of the driving wavelength, ω0 , k(ω) is the
wavenumber at that frequency, zf oc is location of the focus along our z axis, and
φ(ω, ri ) is the frequency and radially dependent phase, given by




2(z1 − zf oc )
2k(ω)(z1 − zf oc )ri2
ω
φ(ω, ri ) = − arctan
+
.
(5.6)
2
2
b(ω)
b(ω) + 4(z1 − zf oc ) |ω|
We repeat this using Eq. (5.3) for the XUV field using the driving wavelength of
the XUV, a different confocal parameter, and possibly a different focus position
eXU V (ω, ri ). In setting up the fields this way, we allow ourselves to
to generate E
give the XUV and IR fields entirely different focusing conditions, which allows us
to robustly vary the macroscopic properties of the two fields. Summing these two
e ri ) =
fields, we have the initial electric field at the beginning of our medium, E(ω,
e
e
EIR (ω, ri ) + EXU V (ω, ri ). Currently, we constrain ourselves to a two-color field
consisting of an IR field and a single XUV field, such as those illustrated in Eq. (5.2)
and Eq. (5.3), but the techniques we demonstrate here are also valid for including
multiple XUV fields, such as those used when creating an attosecond pulse train.
Having built models for the field and gas medium, we are ready to approach
the MWE. In the time domain, using SI units, the MWE with source terms can be
expressed as
1 ∂2
1 ∂2
P (t).
(5.7)
∇2 E(t) − 2 2 E(t) =
c ∂t
e0 c2 ∂t2
Here E(t) is the time-dependent total electric field and P (t) is the time-dependent
polarization field representing all source terms for the driving and the generated field.
The full solution of Eq. (5.7) is complicated, requiring a very fine resolution in the
propagation direction in order to account for forward and backward propagating
waves [13, 57]. However, in gases, well below atmospheric density, we can generally
safely ignore backward propagating waves since for the regime that we are interested
in, the laser and the generated radiation are strongly phase matched in the forward
direction. This allows us to transform to a coordinate system moving at the speed of
light and apply the slowly evolving wave approximation to the field, where we assume
that the electric field changes slowly in the propagation direction in comparison to
the driving wavelength (equivalent to ignoring the backward propagating solution)
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[14, 57, 158]. This is equivalent to ignoring the second derivative in the propagation
direction and allows us to simplify the MWE and express it in the frequency domain
as
2iω ∂ e
ω2
e
∇2⊥ E(ω)
+
E(ω) = − 2 Pe(ω).
(5.8)
c ∂z
0 c
We now need to discuss the calculation of the polarization field.
At a given step on the zj grid, the polarization field can be divided into two
parts,
Pe(ω, r) = Perad (ω, r) + Peion (ω, r)
(5.9)
where Perad (ω, r) represents the dipole radiation source term induced by the atomic
interaction with the driving field and Peion (ω, r) is related to the free-electron contribution to the refractive index, which we generally ignore in this work [13,57]. We
can express Perad (ω, r) as
e
Perad (ω, rj ) = 2ρ(zj )D(ω,
rj ),

(5.10)

e
where ρ(zj ) is the gas density at zj and D(ω,
ri ) is the single atom dipole spectrum
at point ri , calculated by solving the TDSE for the interaction of the atom and
the driving field at the radial grid point (this is what we calculated in Chapter
2). The factor of two in this relationship arises from the fact that, for the noble
gases we are considering in this work, there are often two electrons with the same
m quantum number that contribute to the response of the atom. This source term
e
generally gives rise to absorption as D(ω,
ri ) gives rise to an electric field that is
exactly out of phase with the driving field. As we saw in Chapter 2, the dipole,
in the time domain, has a long-time contribution arising due to population being
left in excited states that would unphysically survive forever in our calculation. We
impose a lifetime on this dipole contribution (typically on the order of 60 fs) with
a Hanning window, such as we did in Part I of this thesis. This lifetime is typically
chosen to give absorption features that are comparable in width with the spectral
resolution of experimental spectrometers.
With this source term calculated, we now solve Eq. (5.8) using a traditional
Crank-Nicolson approach to march the field forward in space [97]. The general
scheme that we use is one of marching the field, expressed in the frequency domain,
along the zj grid, one plane at a time. When the field arrives at a zj grid point, we
inverse Fourier transform the field to the time domain and do a single atom TDSE
calculation at every ri grid point with z = zj to calculate d(t). We then Fourier
transform to the frequency domain and calculate the source term as given by Eq.
(5.10). This source term is then used to propagate the full electric field to the next
plane in z. This approach results in the propagating fields experiencing dispersion
and linear and nonlinear absorption and emission in a realistic and self-consistent
way. This allows us to describe ultrafast or dynamical reshaping of an XUV pulses
due to the interaction with a medium, as well as study processes due to the combined
response of a strong IR field and an XUV field that are important in getting good
agreement with ATA experiments.
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At the end of the medium, we calculate the macroscopic optical density (OD)
from the electric field to compare with experimental observations. The OD is given
by [161, 162]


Iout (ω)
OD(ω) = − log10
,
(5.11)
Iin (ω)
where Iout is the intensity of light at ω coming out of the gas (end of the medium)
and Iin is the intensity of the light at ω going into the gas (beginning of medium).
To date, the majority of ATA experiments have assumed that features observed in
this OD can be attributed only to the single atom response to the two-color field.
This assumption is based off of Beer’s law for dilute gas-absorption, which is valid
in the thin gas limit. Beer’s law can be expressed as
Iout (ω) = Iin (ω)e−ρσ(ω)z ,

(5.12)

where Iout is the intensity of light at ω coming out of the gas, Iin is the intensity of
the light at ω going into the gas, ρ is the gas density, z is the propagation distance,
and σ(ω) is the single-atom absorption cross section, which is given by the single
atom response function of equation 5.4 through the relationship, in SI units,
e
e
σ(ω) = 4παω S(ω)/|
E(ω)|,

(5.13)

where α is the fine structure constant [158]. This means that in the thin-gas limit,
the OD can be expressed as
OD(ω) = −aρσ(ω)z,

(5.14)

where a is just the constant of proportionality to change logarithm bases from base
10 to base e.
Here we see that in the thin gas limit, the OD is directly proportional to the single
atom absorption probability and that this response scales linearly with both the
length of the gas medium and the density of the gas. This thin gas limit assumption
ignores all macroscopic effects on the XUV absorption spectrum that could result
from the XUV and IR fields propagating through the gas medium, such as temporal
and spectral pulse reshaping, defocusing due to atomic ionization, or phase matching
effects. While this seems like a large assumption, it has been very successful in
explaining the absorption features in most ATA experiments. So much so, that that
very little work has been put into studying macroscopic effects on ATA experiments,
with much of the work being published just in the last 4 years [48, 149, 161–168]
However, as the field of ATA moves toward more dense systems, better understanding how the XUV absorption spectrum can be influenced by macroscopic effects
when the thin gas limit breaks down is going to be important. One illustration of
this can be seen in Fig. 5.5, where we can see the breakdown of Beer’s law for ATA
in a dense gas. In this figure we show the calculated macroscopic OD around the
2p (21.1 eV) line shape of helium for a laser pulse passing through a low density
gas (red) or a high density gas (blue), calculated by solving the coupled TDSE and
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Figure 5.5: Macroscopic absorption line shape in helium around the 2p energy level
(21.1 eV) for a low density gas medium (red) and a high density gas medium (blue).
Maxwell wave equation (MWE) for a weak 800 nm IR pulse and a 2p resonant XUV
pulse, with zero relative delay. The low density gas results show the expected single atom response of a general dispersive shape, similar to the 2p line shape that
we observed around 2p in Fig. 5.3. Beer’s law would predict that increasing the
density should result in the same same absorption line shape, but with increased
magnitudes of absorption and emission. However, the high density gas result illustrates a 2p absorption line that looks much different than the single atom prediction,
showing the appearance of narrow features representing positive absorption in the
center of the line, at the 2p resonance energy. This feature can only be understood
inside the realm of macroscopic effects, and we discuss it in more detail in Chapter
6 [48]. Needless to say, however, if one were trying to infer the ultrafast dynamics
of the electron with the high density absorption line shape, macroscopic effects are
something that would definitely need to be understood and accounted for in any
interpretations.
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Chapter 6
Resonant pulse propagation
We next discuss a specific example of a macroscopic effect in transient absorption: resonant pulse propagation (RPP). RPP is a general temporal reshaping phenomenon that occurs when a pulse propagates through a medium and excites a long
lived resonance (relative to the duration of the driving pulse) [169,170]. Historically,
RPP has been ignored in attosecond transient absorption, as the samples studied
are usually not dense enough to lead to substantial reshaping. However, RPP has
recently been shown to directly alter the absorption line shape of an XUV pulse
propagating through a dense gas medium with an IR dressing field [161]. This is
important because in a typical transient absorption experiment, we rely on the assumption that the absorption line shape will only depend on the XUV-IR delay,
in order to infer dynamics [79, 111, 148, 171–173]. RPP introduces new line shape
modifications and must be well understood to properly interpret line shapes measured in experiments. This makes it an important physical process to explore for
transient absorption, as the field shifts toward studying more dense media, where
RPP reshaping will be unavoidable.
This chapter focuses on exploring and understanding RPP spectral reshaping, in
order to help disentangle macroscopic reshaping of the absorption line shape from
the IR controlled absorption line shape. In section 1, we give an introduction to the
RPP macroscopic phenomenon and discuss the spectral changes it can introduce to
a transient absorption line shape. Section 2 focuses on understanding the macroscopic dependence of this RPP spectral reshaping, illustrating how it depends on
the macroscopic variables of length and pressure, and exploring the interplay with
the IR pulse. Finally, in section 3, we discuss some of the interesting physics to be
explored going forward.

6.1

Resonant pulse propagation and transient absorption.

When a pulse propagates through a medium and excites a long-lived resonance, its
time structure will undergo RPP reshaping. This is in Fig. 6.1 for a 5 fs XUV pulse
propagating through a 16 Torr helium gas medium, where the XUV pulse is resonant
with the 1s − 2p helium transition, which has an imposed dipole lifetime time of
100 fs. Here we see that as the pulse travels through the medium, it develops a tail
consisting of a series of subpulses. The electric field in each subsequent subpulse
is π out of phase with the subpulse before it and also has a longer duration, but
is weaker than the previous subpulse. The amount of reshaping that the pulse
undergoes depends on the optical thickness P z, where P is the pressure of the gas
and z is length of the medium. Throughout this chapter, we will discuss calculations
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Figure 6.1: Demonstration of resonant pulse propagation temporal reshaping of a
5 fs XUV pulse propagating through a 16 torr helium gas for which the XUV light
excites a resonance with a 100 fs dipole lifetime. Shown is the XUV electric field
profile at different propagation distances up to 1mm, with the initial pulse illustrated
by the dotted line. The XUV pulse quickly develops a long tail consisting of several
subpulses that shorten with propagation. Reprinted from [162] with permission.
where we vary the pressure of the medium, however, note in our calculations that
we are actually changing the atomic density of the gas. We translate this atomic
density into a pressure to better compare with experiment, which has a better grasp
over pressure than atomic density. Considering a fixed volume, pressure and atomic
density are linearly related and in this work an atomic density of 1e17 per cm2
corresponds to a pressure of 5 Torr.
As outlined in [161], in the temporal domain we can understand this RPP temporal reshaping of the XUV as a consequence of the long tail of the electric field,
generated by the resonantly excited time-dependent dipole moment. The duration
of this tail is determined by the effective lifetime of the dipole coherence and is
out of phase with the driving XUV pulse, which leads to absorption at the excited
state energy. As this long tail of the electric field propagates through the medium,
it will excite new time-dependent dipole moments that give rise to electric fields
out of phase with the tail. This eventually gives rise to a new subpulse, where the
phase changes by π. This new subpulse then excites new time-dependent dipole moments that give rise to electric fields out of phase with this generating subpulse and
the process repeats as the XUV propagates through the medium. We can observe
this occurring in Fig. 6.1, which by 1 mm has three subpulses built into its time
structure, in addition to the initial pulse. Overall, this leads to a reduction in total
absorption, as compared to Beer’s law [48, 161, 162]. In the spectral domain, RPP
can be less intuitively understood as an effect of accumulated spectral phase due to
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temporal dispersion [161].
This RPP phenomenon has been studied in many previous contexts, [169, 170,
174–177], but has only recently been applied to ATA [48, 161, 162]. Historically,
RPP has primarily been studied in the time domain [169, 170, 174, 175, 177]. This is
because most previous studies focused on RPP for a single resonant pulse traversing
a medium. We demonstrate the temporal and spectral results of studying RPP
reshaping when no other field is present in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b). We show the
calculated time profile of the electric field and the spectral profile of the OD (the
absorption line shape), respectively, for an XUV field resonant with the 2p resonance
of helium (21.1 eV) traversing a low (red) and high (blue) pressure gas medium. In
the time domain, the effects of RPP are obvious when comparing the low and high
pressure mediums, but in the frequency domain the shape of the spectral profile
is essentially the same in both cases. The larger width in the high pressure case
can be understood from the shorter effective lifetime imposed by the first subpulse
ending much earlier than in the low pressure case. In the time domain, we can
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Figure 6.2: (a) Time profile of a 5 fs XUV pulse propagating through a .4 Torr
(red) and 4 Torr (blue) helium gas over a distance of 1 mm, in which the XUV light
excites a resonance with a 180 fs dipole life time and (b) shows the corresponding
(by color) absorption line shape. (c) and (d) show the same thing as (a) and (b),
respectively, but with a 1e12 W/cm2 , 770 nm, 12 O.C. FWHM IR pulse, with 0
relative delay with the XUV pulse, copropagating through the medium. Note that
in (d), we have scaled the OD of the high pressure line shape by .6 to make the
comparison between the two easier.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental OD spectra around the He 1s2p state in the prescence of
the IR field, and at different backing pressures. At low pressures we find primarily a
Fano-like line shape, but as the pressure is increased, new narrow spectral features
related to RPP appear. The experiment used a 40 fs FWHM duration, 786 nm IR
pulse with a peak intensity of 3 TW/cm2 and a 4 fs FWHM APT composed of H13,
H15, and H17 (1:10:6 ratio) with a peak intensity of 1010 W/cm2 and the OD is
shown for zero delay. Adapted from [161] with permission.
point to distinctive subpulses and observe when new subpulses develop as the pulse
propagates through the medium, but in the frequency domain there is nothing in
the line shape that can be pointed to as a characterization of the buildup of these
subpulses.
In transient absorption, however, we use two pulses: an XUV pulse which generally excites one or more resonances in the medium, and a moderately strong IR
pulse which dresses the excited states and therefore introduces changes to the absorption line shape [149, 150, 155]. We demonstrate the changes to the observation
of RPP that result from adding this second field in Fig. 6.2 (c) and (d). Here we
show the same plots as in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b), but now with a moderately strong
IR pulse traversing the medium with the XUV pulse (relative zero delay between
the pulses). In the time domain, we see similar reshaping of the XUV pulse, though
slightly modified from the no IR case. In the frequency domain, however, we observe
a significant change to the line shape behavior. At low pressure, the absorption line
shape, due to the IR coupling the excited state to nearby states [150], now has
a general dispersive line shape. The high pressure line shape is still recognizable
as generally dispersive, but is distorted and broadened, and a new sharp peak has
appeared in the line shape at the resonant energy. The broadening and general distortion of the line shape is related to the shortening of the first subpulse, while the
sharp peak at 21.1 eV is directly due to the buildup of the second subpulse in our
electric field. If we were to look at higher pressures, we would see more distortion
and broadening of our line shape as the first subpulse continued to shorten, as well
as more sharp peaks appear around the resonant energy as more subpulses built
up in our electric field. This indicates that transient absorption presents a unique
opportunity to study and observe RPP effects in the frequency domain.
The first application of RPP to transient absorption arose from experiments
performed by Arvinder Sandhu’s group at the University of Arizona [161,162]. They
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performed transient absorption experiments in a 10 mm long helium gas cell with
different backing pressures. The experiment used a 40 fs FWHM duration, 786 nm
IR pulse with a peak intensity of 3 TW/cm2 and a 4 fs FWHM attosecond pulse
train (APT) with a peak intensity of 1010 W/cm2 that was resonant with the 2p
and np (n > 4) excited states of helium. At low pressures, the experimentalists
observed a Fano-like line shape around the 2p resonance. However, with increased
pressure, they observed the line shape to broaden and develop new, narrow features.
We show this in Fig. 6.3, where we illustrate the new, narrow, spectral features near
the resonant energy due to the buildup of additional subpulses in the electric field.
This experimental observation is the first illustration of RPP features appearing
in transient absorption experiments and demonstrates, in practice, that RPP can
introduce a strong distortion to the absorption profile of the XUV pulse at pressures
already reachable in the lab. Currently, this RPP buildup on the 2p resonance
of helium is the only experimental observation of RPP in a transient absorption
experiment.
To a first order approximation, it has been shown that RPP is a phenomenon
that occurs independent of the added IR, depending primarily on the macroscopic
variables of the medium, gas pressure and length [48, 161, 162]. Of course, we have
already seen a demonstration that RPP reshaping can be influenced by the IR, i.e.,
the difference in the high density time profiles of Fig. 6.2 (a) and (c). However, this
influence in the spectral domain is much harder to observe. In the next section, we
explore how the RPP line shape modification depends on the macroscopic variables,
generally explain how the line shape evolves with increased optical thickness, and
highlight the break down of the first order approximation, discussing when the IR
becomes important to consider. We will also pay particular attention to defining
macroscopic regimes when RPP reshaping can be considered as a perturbation to
our line shape, and essentially ignored, and when the macroscopic reshaping is too
drastic to ignore.

6.2

Understanding the RPP line shape modification

To explore the OD line shape modification with respect to the macroscopic variables,
let us first explore, in more detail, how we expect the time profile reshaping to depend
on these macroscopic variables. In the limit of the excited resonance lifetime, Γ,
being much longer than the duration of the exciting pulse, we expect the resulting
RPP modified electric field after a medium of length z, with a pressure P , to have
a temporal envelope related to a first-order Bessel function in the following way
[162, 175]:
√
J1 ( aσ0 ΓP zt)
√
,
(6.1)
E(t, z) ∝
t
where a is a proportionality constant and σ0 is the absorption cross section at the
resonant energy considered. We show the related temporal envelope of Eq. (6.1)
in Fig. 6.4, such that aσ0 ΓP z = .5 per O.C. (black), and aσ0 ΓP z = 1 per O.C.
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Figure 6.4: Demonstration of how RPP temporal reshaping varies with the product
of σ0 ΓP z. Here we show the temporal profile of Eq. 6.1 for aσ0 ΓP z = .5 per
O.C. (black) and 1 per O.C. (green). For a given resonance, this serves to illustrate
increasing the optical thickness, P z. However, it can also serve to illustrate the
different RPP temporal reshaping of resonances with different lifetimes or absorption
cross sections.
(green). In this figure, we see two distinct subpulses in the black curve, ending at 30
O.C. and 100 O.C., while we observe three subpulses in the green curve, ending at
15 O.C., 50 O.C., and 100 O.C. This demonstrates that over a fixed time duration,
such as we consider in our calculations, the number of subpulses and their duration
depend directly on this aσ0 ΓP z quantity. As this number gets larger, we expect more
subpulses to build up in our field and the duration of each subpulse to get shorter
(but still remain longer in duration than the previous subpulse). With this, we can
make two clear observations: (i) The σ0 dependence of this reshaping illustrates why
RPP reshaping has currently only been observed experimentally for the 2p state of
helium, which has a very large σ0 [158]. (ii) For a fixed resonance, σ0 and Γ are
constant and thus, in an experiment, the RPP reshaping of an electric field depends
directly on the optical thickness of the medium, P z. This is important because so
far we have only considered the line shape modification with respect to pressure,
but this highlights that we expect this RPP spectral modification to equally depend
on the length of the medium. We explore this below.
We can verify that the evolution of the OD line shape with increased pressure is
equivalent to the evolution with increased propagation distance by considering Fig.
6.5. Here we show a theoretical study of the evolution of the OD as a function of
distance for two different pressures, 4 Torr in (a) and (b) and 8 Torr in (c) and (d).
In order to directly see the equivalence between pressure and distance, it is helpful to
compare the 1 mm lineout in (a) (gray) to the .5 mm lineout in (c) (orange). These
two lineouts share an optical thickness value, and we indeed see that the two curves
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Figure 6.5: (a,b) Calculated OD as a function of propagation distance for the case
of a 4 Torr medium with a 5 fs, 2p resonant XUV pulse and a 12 O.C. FWHM IR
pulse with intensity of 2.25 TW/cm2 at delay zero. Panel (a) shows lineouts from
panel (b) at four different propagation distances. (c) and (d) show the same values
as (a) and (b), respectively, but for an 8 Torr medium. Reprinted from [162] with
permission.
are the same. We can also compare the .5 mm lineout in (a) (orange) to the .25 mm
lineout in (b) (blue, dotted), which also have the same optical thickness, and again
the curves are the same. Further, in comparing the density plots of (b) and (d), it is
clear that the evolution with distance that the 4 Torr calculations experience over 1
mm is the same evolution that the 8 Torr calculations experience over .5 mm. This
serves to highlight that an important quantity to consider, when thinking about
the evolution of the RPP OD reshaping, is optical thickness. This is nice because
it is a value that can be easily explored both experimentally and theoretically, to
investigate how the line shape evolves with increased RPP reshaping.
With this understanding that, macroscopically, we expect the RPP reshaping of
the OD to evolve with increased optical thickness, we are now ready to study this
evolution. In order to do this, we consider the experimentally measured OD as a
function of pressure, shown in Fig. 6.6. This allows us to consider the absorption line
shape as the optical thickness increases. We can characterize the pressure-dependent
absorption line shape behavior of Fig. 6.6 into distinctive pressure regimes: (i) As
the pressure increases from 1 Torr to 4 Torr, the only change that we observe to
the absorption line shape is a linear broadening effect. For this regime, we observe
a broadened single atom response. (ii) At 5 Torr, we see the appearance of the
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Figure 6.6: (a,b) Experimentally measured OD as a function of backing pressure for
the case of IR intensity of 2.25 TW/cm2 at delay zero with an XUV resonant with
the 2p resonance in helium, with the rest of the pulse parameters being given in Fig.
6.3. Panel (a) shows lineouts of panel (b) at different pressures. Adapted from [162]
with permission.
new, sharp spectral feature. From 5 Torr to 10 Torr, we see the linear broadening
of the line shape slow down and the new spectral feature build up in strength. In
this regime, the line shape is recognizable as the sum of the broadened single atom
response and this new sharp peak. (iii) For pressures above 10 Torr, the broadening
of the line shape seems to almost stop, and the new spectral feature rapidly grows
in strength, dominating the line shape around resonance and leading to a highly
distorted absorption line shape. For this regime, the absorption line shape of the
single atom response is generally unrecognizable and results from the break down
of our first order approximation that the IR effects are negligible.
We can understand these different spectral reshaping pressure regimes by discussing the RPP temporal reshaping that occurs in each regime: (i) For this pressure
regime, the only temporal reshaping that occurs is the shortening of the first subpulse. This effectively reduces the lifetime of the excited state, leading to broader
absorption features and giving rise to linear spectral broadening. In this regime,
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there are no real changes to the physics at the single atom level, so we generally
observe the single atom response. (ii) At 5 Torr, we build a second subpulse into
our electric field. This second subpulse is much longer than than the first subpulse
and gives rise to a new spectral feature that is more narrow than the original line
shape. The second subpulse is also π out of phase with the first subpulse, changing
the characteristic absorption, i.e., if the first subpulse led to emission at resonance,
then the second subpulse leads to increased absorption. With increased pressure,
this second subpulse shortens and builds in strength, leading to broadening and
growth of this new absorption feature. In this regime we also see the slow down of
the linear broadening of the primary absorption line shape. This is due to the first
subpulse beginning to reach a duration length that is comparable to the IR duration,
which slows the broadening effect due to the interaction with the IR pulse [161]. In
this regime the physics driven by each subpulse is generally independent of the other,
so we see the absorption line shape as the sum of the contribution from the two subpulses. (iii) For this regime, the first subpulse shortens to within the IR duration.
This leads to the IR imposed phase shift on the time-dependent dipole moment decreasing as we increase the pressure, fundamentally changing the line shape related
to this subpulse (shifting it back toward Lorentzian). While this is happening, the
second subpulse continues to shorten and build up, leading to a extremely strong
and broad feature. These two effects lead to a line shape that is unrecognizable from
the single atom expectation.
While this evolution of the absorption line shape with increased optical thickness
is very general, the upper pressure regime, where the line shape becomes unrecognizable from the single atom response, clearly depends on the IR pulse. This is
because the third regime begins when first subpulse is comparable in duration to
the IR pulse. If we were to repeat the above study for an experiment using a shorter
duration IR pulse, then we would extend the second pressure regime much further.
That is, we would build in the second subpulse to our field at the same optical thickness, but it would take much more optical thickness to shorten the first subpulse to
be comparable in duration to the shorter IR pulse. This would lead to the build up
of more sharp features in our line shape, but we would still generally be able to observe them as added to our single atom response, and disentangle the two. Equally,
with a longer IR duration, we would observe the second pressure regime to end much
earlier with a weaker sharp feature before the line shape became unrecognizable.
As we have previously stated, in transient absorption we are concerned with
interpreting the absorption line shape assuming a single atom response controlled
by the IR pulse and its relative delay to the XUV. This means that we can accept
RPP spectral reshaping, so long as we can easily disentangle it from the single atom
response. In the above paragraphs, we saw that we are able to observe RPP spectral
reshaping as simply a perturbation of sharp features to our single atom line shape
so long as the first subpulse was longer in duration than our IR. This directly gives
us a criteria for when macroscopic effects related to RPP can no longer be ignored
in transient absorption: When the first subpulse is comparable to or shorter than
the duration of the perturbing IR pulse [161].
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6.3

Interesting physics going forward.

Understanding how RPP spectral reshaping in transient absorption occurs with
increased optical thickness proved to be a very powerful tool. It highlighted when
macroscopic effects can be ignored, or accounted for, and when macroscopic effects
can greatly alter a result. We also saw the role of the IR in altering the spectral
result. With a good grasp on how RPP depends on optical thickness, we believe
there are many interesting ways forward in the future study of RPP in transient
absorption. This section will briefly highlight some of the interesting physics to be
explored in this topic.
In Fig. 6.2, we saw that the RPP temporal reshaping changed slightly when
we introduced an IR pulse. However, it turns out that this change in the temporal
profile is highly sensitive to the duration of the IR pulse. We illustrate this in Fig.
6.7(a), where we compare the XUV temporal reshaping for two different duration
IR pulses. Here we see that the longer duration IR pulse introduces a kink into
the temporal profile at around 18 fs and moves the zero of the field back from
20 fs, for the short duration pulse, to 30 fs. Longer pulses would introduce more
changes to the XUV temporal profile and shorter pulses would approach the XUV
only temporal profile. Currently this effect has been observed theoretically, but it
is not well understood currently. A better understanding of how the RPP temporal
reshaping is influenced by the IR could provide great insight into the interplay of
RPP and IR in a transient absorption experiment. A better understanding of this
interplay could also potentially lead to better control over the IR induced spectral
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Figure 6.7: (a) Calculated XUV time profiles at the beginning (black) and end
(solid red or dashed blue) of the helium gas at a pressure of 8 Torr, dressed by a
2.25 TW/cm2 IR pulse. The final time profiles for two different IR pulse durations
are shown, 33 fs (solid red) and 13 fs (dashed blue). The imposed lifetime is 100 fs
and the XUV pulse is resonant with the 2p transition in helium. (b) Experimentally
measured OD for an XUV pulse propagating through a helium medium with either
parrallel or perpendicularly polarized IR pulse. Adapted from [162] with permission.
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reshaping that occurs when the first subpulse of the XUV tail is comparable to the
IR.
Another interesting avenue for studying the interplay of RPP and the IR pulse
lies in explicitly studying the dependence of RPP reshaping on the polarization of
the copropagating IR pulse, with respect to the polarization of the XUV pulse.
Previously this topic has been explored experimentally and theoretically for case of
parallel and perpendicular pulses [162]. In Fig. 6.7(b), we show the experimentally
measured OD for an XUV pulse propagating with an IR pulse that is polarized
parallel (black) or perpendicular (red) with respect to the polarization of the XUV
pulse, demonstrating that the line shape and RPP spectral reshaping can explicitly
depend on the polarization of the IR. Currently, theoretical calculations exploring
this polarization dependence have been based on simple models, and full MWETDSE calculations with truly perpendicular polarizations of the fields have yet to
be explored in this realm of study. Beyond the spectral domain, it would also be
very interesting to study how the temporal structure changes with the polarization
angle of the IR pulse as well. In extension of this work, studying RPP temporal
and spectral reshaping for elliptically polarized XUV and IR pulses could further
explore the interplay of RPP with the IR pulse.
Lastly, we again say that this RPP spectral reshaping effect has currently only
been observed in the 2p excited state of helium. Exploring the effect on other atomic
resonances could be very interesting and allow for rich exploration of the interplay
of different resonant effects with RPP. For example, we could imagine studying
two excited states that simulataneously demonstrate RPP reshaping (in the same
experiment), and exploring how the temporal and spectral reshaping varies when
the two states are resonantly coupled by two IR photons. We could also explore
RPP in doubly-excited states of helium. These autoionizing states inherently have
a Fano-characteristic line shape and much shorter lifetimes, allowing for interesting
comparisons to be made against the RPP reshaping of singly excited states [43,178].
Exploring RPP in other singly and double-excited states opens up an entire realm
for exploration interesting physics related to resonant interactions in strong field
laser physics.
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Chapter 7
Space-time control of XUV light using an IR pulse
Strong field laser physics has built up around the central hub of being able to control
and manipulate light. This control is what allows us to use intense IR, visible,
and near ultraviolet laser beams in increasingly elaborate experimental schemes
[179–181]. One important aspect of this control is the ability to manipulate the
direction that light pulses are traveling in. With the recent development of XUV
light sources from HHG [9–11,44,45,47,50,63] and soft X-ray light sources from free
electron lasers [182, 183], there is now a growing need to be able to spatially control
short wavelength light. However, optics in this regime are very difficult to make
and, even when constructed, are typically very inefficient [184]. In this chapter we
demonstrate a new technique that we have developed for controlling the direction
of XUV and x-ray light, in collaboration with Johan Mauritsson’s experimental
group at Lund University [43]. This chapter will focus on the control of XUV light,
however, it is perfectly applicable to x-ray light.
We divide the chapter into four sections: First, we introduce our technique
for spatially controlling XUV light using an opto-optical modulator (using light to
control light). This XUV light originates as free induction decay (FID) from atoms
excited by an XUV pulse, and is controlled by the subsequent application of an
IR pulse. This is done in a transient absorption setup in which the XUV and IR
pulses are not coaxial. In section 2, we show experimental results demonstrating
this control in an argon gas. In particular, we investigate the temporal and spectral
properties of the controlled emission. In section 3, we show calculations illustrating
the spatial control in a helium gas for a different beam geometry. We also use
the theoretical framework to look at the spectral and temporal properties of the
emission, comparing the results to the experiment. We then close the chapter with
a brief summary. Note that this chapter follows closely with the work presented
in [43].

7.1

Introduction

Fig. 7.1 illustrates the XUV spatiotemporal control scheme. We excite a gas of
atoms with a resonant XUV pulse, and then use an IR pulse to sweep the light
emitted by the excited atoms in a direction of our choosing. This resonant emission, referred to as FID, is the long-lived dipole response that we have discussed in
previous chapters [84, 161, 162, 185–188]. In the absence of an IR pulse, this light is
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Figure 7.1: Schematic illustration of FID radiation control. (a) A gas of atoms
excited by an XUV pulse emit FID radiation (purple) after the XUV pulse (blue)
has passed. The atoms oscillate in phase orthogonal to the propagation direction
of the excitation pulse (illustrated by the vertical purple lines). Phase matching
creates a well-defined FID beam. (b) The temporal structure of the FID emission
decays over a long time. (c) The phase relation between the excitation pulse and
the FID leads to destructive interference at the detector in the far-field, giving
absorption. (d) An IR pulse (red) that co-propagates with the XUV pulse through
the medium creates a spatially dependent phase shift of the dipoles via the AC-Stark
effect. This phase shift depends on the integrated IR intensity for each atom and
results in a rotation of the wave fronts after the IR pulse. (e) This rotation redirects
the FID emission after the IR pulse. (f)-(g) In the far field this yields an off-axis
emission component as well as an altered on-axis absorption. Reprinted from [43]
with permission.
emitted primarily in the same direction as the excitation pulse and, because it has
the opposite phase, appears as absorption in the XUV spectrum, as demonstrated
in Fig. 7.1 (a)-(c). We can understand how the IR pulse can alter the direction of
FID emission by considering the phase shift imposed on the XUV emission by the
IR. In a single interaction plane (assuming z is the propagation coordinate), we can
express this phase shift as:
Z
∆E(x, y, t)
dt,
(7.1)
∆ϕ(x, y) =
h̄
TIR
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where ∆E is the intensity-dependent shift of the energy levels and TIR is the duration
of the IR pulse [79, 111, 147, 149, 156, 161, 189, 190]. In a typical transient absorption
setup, the XUV beam is coaxial with the IR beam and spatially much narrower.
This leads to all of the atoms interacting with the XUV pulse experiencing roughly
the same IR intensity, and thus the same phase shift. However, if we break this
coaxial symmetry, but keep the beams collinear, as observed in the beam setup of
Fig. 7.1 (e), then we can set up a situation where some atoms interacting with
the XUV pulse experience large IR intensities (large phase shift) and other atoms
experience small IR intensities (small phase shift). This puts a spatial gradient on
the phase of the induced FID electric field, which leads to the turning of the fields
wavefront and a change in the propagation direction. This is shown in Fig. 7.1 (d)
and (e). In a typical transient absorption setup, this wavefront is unaffected because
the entire field experiences the same phase shift, thus the FID emission travels along
with the excitation pulse.
This turning of the electric field can be intuitively understood as a similar effect
to that of light passing through a prism wedge [191], such as we show in Fig. 7.2.
As is well known, when visible light interacts with a prism wedge, the direction of
propagation is changed. This change in direction is similarly a result of a spatial
phase gradient being put on the electric field. This phase gradient results from the
fact that as the light passes through the wedge, it accumulates a phase proportional
to the thickness of the wedge where the light passed [191]. This means light passing
through thick portions of the wedge will experience a large phase shift and thin
portions will lead to small phase shifts. This inputs a spatial phase gradient across
the electric field after it passes the wedge and results, similarly, in a change in
the direction of the wavefront of the field. Note that the difference in the spatial
direction of the resulting electric field between Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.1 (e), which are
both oriented so that the larger magnitude phase shift is towards the top of the page,
is a result of the signs of the phase shifts being opposite. The change in direction
of the wavefront to an imposed spatial phase shift is dependent on the slope of the
phase shift, and not just the magnitude.

Figure 7.2: Illustration of a wedge prism changing the travel direction of light passing
through it.
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While similar to the prism, our technique of using an IR pulse to impose the
necessary spatial phase shift on the FID has a unique difference. When a light
pulse is incident on a prism, the entire pulse will pass through and be redirected,
indiscriminately. That is, at the femtosecond time scale the prism can not be inserted
to redirect some portions of the incident beam and then removed to not redirect
other portions of the beam. However, our direction modulator does allow us to
choose to redirect specific portions of the FID emission, because we can control the
delay between the excitation pulse and the IR. We can thus send an XUV into a
gas of atoms to induce FID, which is initially emitted in the same direction as the
excitation pulse, and then come in with an IR pulse at a later time and redirect
the remainder of the FID in a direction of our choosing. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 7.1 (f), where the FID that occurs before the IR pulse travels in the same
direction as the excitation pulse, but the FID after the IR is sent in a new direction.
Further, we could come along with a second IR pulse at a later time, and cut off the
redirection effect for light emitted after this second IR pulse. This temporal control
is an important aspect of this spatial control technique.
Sending the FID in a different direction than the excitation pulse has multiple
spectral implications that should be considered. First, experimentally, FID and the
excitation pulse end up being measured at the same location on a spectrometer,
meaning that FID emission is usually studied as a change in the spectrum of the
excitation pulse. The excitation pulse thus serves as a kind of background against
which we measure the FID signal, which is problematic for weak signals and/or noisy
backgrounds. However, our technique allows us to spatially separate the excitation
and the FID, meaning that we can study the FID emission in a background-free
setting. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 (g), where we now have a Lorentzian emission
signal appearing off-axis from the excitation pulse due to the spatially shifted FID.
Here we also have, on-axis, a much broader absorption line shape than in Fig. 7.1
(c). This is due to the IR delay chosen in (f) allowing a much shorter duration FID
signal to travel in the same direction as the excitation pulse than that shown in
(b). This shorter duration acts an effectively shorter lifetime which, as we observed
in the previous chapter, leads to broader absorption features. By studying these
spectral signals in experiment and theory and how they vary with delay of the IR,
we can show that the off-axis emission has the temporal properties of FID. We will
see this in section 2 and 3.
We refer to this spatial control technique as a background-free resonance-redirecting
opto-optical modulator (BROOM), with which we can effectively sweep FID in a
direction of our choosing. In the next section, we extend our discussion of BROOM
to showing actual experimental results performed by Johan Mauritsson’s group at
Lund University, which demonstrate control of the BROOM technique in argon.
This will allow us to illustrate and investigate many of the effects that we have
previously mentioned.
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7.2

Experimental demonstration of BROOM

The experimental measurements discussed in this section are performed in a transient absorption setup in argon [143, 147, 150], with the IR and XUV beams fixed
in a non-coaxial geometry. These experiments use a 780 nm IR pulse and an XUV
pulse consisting of the 9th harmonic of the IR. This spectrally centers the XUV
pulse at 14 eV, allowing it to cover resonances with the singly excited 5s (14.09
eV) and 3d (14.15 eV) excited states of argon (recall from Chapter 4 that argon’s
ground state is the 3p state). The duration of the IR pulse is approximately 30 fs
and the XUV pulse is approximately 20 fs. Though the lifetime of the FID from
these excited states is on the order of nanoseconds, we expect the coherence time
to be much shorter than this. However, we still expect this coherence time to be
orders of magnitude longer than the duration of the IR pulses used. This allows
the experiment to send the IR pulse into the gas long after the XUV pulse (> 100
fs), when the only electric field that can be manipulated is that of the induced FID.
This acts as a confirmation method for verifying that the IR is controlling the FID
emission, and not manipulating some other physics going on.
Fig. 7.3 shows the experimentally measured spatial–spectral profile of the XUV
pulse. In (a), we show the no-IR case and we see the resulting FID results in narrow
spectral lines that are slightly more divergent than the rest of the XUV pulse. The
narrowness of these features, as we have discussed throughout this thesis, arises from
the long lifetime of the emission, while the large divergence arises from dephasing

Figure 7.3: Experimental spatial–spectral profile of the XUV pulse (a) No-IR case.
The emission from the 3d state is stronger since it has three times higher oscillator
strength from the ground state compared to the 5s state. (b) An off-centered IR
pulse follows the XUV through argon, and redirected, off-axis emission is seen from
the resonant states states. (c)-(d) Increasing the IR intensity increases the induced
wavefront rotation and thus also the deflection angle. The small broadening and
spectral shift is due to propagation effects. The weak signal near 14.3 eV is due to
higher-lying excited states. Reprinted from [43] with permission.
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of the emission over this lifetime. In (b)-(d), we show the result of sending in a IR
pulse 200 fs after the XUV pulse, with increasing intensity, so that the IR has a
small intensity in (b) and a large intensity in (d). The IR pulse induces a spatial
phase gradient across the induced electric field of the FID due the Stark-shifting
of the atomic energy level. This results in the on-axis signal being terminated and
the subsequent FID signal being redirect off-axis. In the beam setup used for this
experiment, the phase gradient deflects the FID emission downward. As we increase
the intensity of the IR, we observe that the off-axis emission is redirected further
down. This is a result of the larger intensity IR pulse imposing a larger spatial phase
gradient (higher intensity leads to larger phase shifts). In the prism analogy of the
previous section, increasing the intensity of the IR is the same as making the prism
wider, but maintaining its height. As is well known, this acts to increase the slope
of the spatial phase gradient imposed by the prism, and leads to a larger angle of
deflection for incident light.
The delay-dependent spectral properties of the off-axis and on-axis emission have
also been investigated experimentally and are shown in Fig. 7.4. Here the beam
setup has been flipped in order to send the FID emission upward. Also, the IR
intensity and gas pressure have been reduced relative to Fig. 7.3 in order to minimize
spectral reshaping due to propagation effects [161, 162]. In Fig. 7.4 (a), we show
an example spatial–spectral profile for an 800 fs delay between the two pulses, with

Figure 7.4: Delay dependence of the on- and off-axis emission. (a) A spatial–spectral
profile at a delay of 800 fs. The dashed lines show where the off-axis (upper) and
on-axis (lower) line-out is taken. (b) A line-out of the off-axis emission showing
the same spectral width for all delays. (c) A line-out of the on-axis emission for
different delays. The dark dashed lines show the energies corresponding to states
in argon (5s and 3d). With increasing delay the absorption holes become narrower,
and at a delay of 900 fs both states can be fully resolved. Reprinted from [43] with
permission.
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the two boxes marking the regions that we consider for the spectral lineouts in the
off-axis (b) and on-axis (c) cases. In (b), we see that the off-axis emission weakens
as we increase the delay. Intuitively, this is because we send less FID emission
off-axis when the IR pulse comes later. The spectral width of the off-axis feature
remains constant in all three cases shown, as this depends on the decay time of the
emission, which is independent of the IR delay. However, the spectral width on-axis
is strongly influenced by the delay. As we mentioned, this is because killing the
on-axis signal imposes an effective lifetime on this feature and broadens it. While
the off-axis emission at the resonant energies is observable for all delays, the on-axis
emission is only observable as absorption peaks (since the FID is out of phase with
the excitation pulse) at the largest delay.
Experimentally, these are brilliant demonstrations of the BROOM technique
and that the off-axis emission generated by the BROOM technique results from the
FID emission. These results are limited to the spectral domain, as experimentally
measuring the time profile in these experiments can be fairly complicated [192]. This
time profile can be achieved much easier in our theory calculations. In the next
section, we discuss how we can model BROOM using the macroscopic numerical
techniques that we have discussed in this thesis. We then extend these techniques
to investigate the temporal profile of the off-axis emission, as a function of XUV-IR
delay, and demonstrate directly that the off-axis emission arises from the FID that
occurs during and after the IR pulse interacts with the medium.

7.3

Theoretical investigation of BROOM

Note that the numerical techniques we discussed in Chapter 5 explicitly assumed
a radially symmetric geometry [164], whereas we have currently only discussed
BROOM as occurring in a non-radially symmetric geometry (non-coaxial beams).
However, experimentally, this non-coaxial geometry is required because the XUV
beam is always spatially narrower than the IR beam and in a coaxial geometry, this
leads to it being very hard to get a large phase shift on the atoms interacting with
the XUV. In our calculations, we can maintain a radially symmetric geometry by
modeling the XUV beam as being as spatially broad as the IR (same Gaussian beam
waist size). This results in the atoms interacting with the XUV pulse experiencing the entire range of IR beam intensity (ranging from a large IR intensity in the
center of the beam to a weak IR intensity at the edges), inducing a spatial phase
gradient. This spatial phase gradient, however, is now radially symmetric unlike
the experimental setup. This means that instead of sending the FID off in a single
direction, we send it off-axis in a symmetric halo around the shared axis. For the
work shown in this section, we use a helium pseudopotential, a 770 nm, 30 fs IR
pulse, and a 20 fs XUV pulse resonant with the 2p (21.1 eV) state of helium. On
the FID from this state, we input a decay lifetime of 360 fs. Further, to simplify
the calculations, we solved the coupled TDSE-MWE for a single plane of atoms
and then transformed the resulting electric field into the far-field and considered the
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Figure 7.5: (a) Calculated, azimuthally integrated, spectral intensity for an XUV
pulse centered on the 2p excitation energy of helium, with an XUV-IR delay of
13 fs. Note that black is saturated above the maximum. The purple dashed lines
show where the off-axis (upper line) and on-axis (lower line) line-out is taken for
(b) and (c), respectively. The white dashed line shows the lower boundary of what
we consider to be the off-axis emission signal analyzed in (d). (b) A line-out of the
off-axis emission showing the same spectral width for all delays. (c) A line-out of the
on-axis emission for different delays. With increasing delay the profile approaches
the no-IR case and the absorption line shape narrows. (d) The radially averaged
near-field time profile of the off-axis emission for different delay. In these time profile
calculations, the XUV pulse was centered at t = 0, and the IR pulse is centered at
the given delay. Reprinted from [43] with permission.
azimuthally integrated result.
In Fig. 7.5 (a), we show the resulting far-field spatial–spectral profile for an
IR pulse delayed by 13 fs from the XUV pulse and we indeed see a strong offaxis emission feature. We do not show it here, but we find that generally this
off-axis emission has a nice quantitative agreement with the experimental results
of the previous section, in that if we increase (decrease) the intensity, then the
radial extent of the feature also increases (decreases). Further, this off-axis emission
feature only occurs in our calculations when the IR pulse temporally overlaps the
XUV pulse, or arrives after it. In Fig. 7.5 (b) and (c), we also find good quantitative
agreement with the experiment between the delay-dependent behavior of the offaxis and on-axis emission features. That is, we observe the off-axis emission feature
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grows weaker with increased delay, but maintains a Lorentzian shape and a constant
spectral width, while the on-axis feature grows spectrally narrower at longer delays,
and approaches the no IR pulse case at very long delays (not shown). This all serves
to indicate that our theoretical setup has probed the same physical phenomenon
(BROOM) as the experiment, despite the different geometric approach to getting
the spatial phase gradient to occur. It also serves to indicate the robustness of the
BROOM technique to different geometries.
This theoretical framework provides us with a way of directly testing the idea
of BROOM controlling the FID. We do this by calculating the far-field spatial–
spectral profile and spatially selecting the off-axis emission. In Fig. 7.5 (a), this
corresponds to emission occurring at radii larger than the dashed white line. We
then transform this emission back to the near-field and radially integrate the result.
For normalization purposes, we subtract the time profile when no IR is present,
allowing us to directly access the time profile of the off-axis emission resulting from
the IR-induced spatial phase gradient. We show in Fig. 7.5 (d) as a function of delay
between the XUV and IR. For a 13 fs delay (black curve), the time profile of the offaxis emission demonstrates the expected dipole response, showing a linear response
to the excitation pulse until the end of the XUV (at t=25 fs), and then a long FID
tail. As we increase the delay between the two pulses, the time profile of the offaxis emission shifts increasing later in this dipole response, always beginning around
the temporal peak of the IR pulse, where the maximum Stark-shift will occur. This
demonstrates very thoroughly that the off-axis emission from the BROOM technique
results from controlling the emission direction of the FID.

7.4

Summary

In this chapter we have discussed BROOM, a new technique that we have developed
for spatially controlling the FID of atoms in a macroscopic medium. In doing this,
we have shown that an IR pulse can be used to induce a spatial phase gradient
over a gas of excited atoms, and control the direction of FID emission, not unlike
the ability of a wedge prism to redirect light. We have directly demonstrated this
control in two different beam geometries, non-coaxial in our experimental results and
coaxial in our theory results. We have also shown, in both experiment and theory,
that separating the FID and the excitation pulse drastically changes the absorption
line shape of the XUV pulse. This serves as nice evidence for the field picture of
absorption that we have discussed in previous chapters. While this technique is
still new and work is being done to better understand it, it has has many potential
benefits. These benefits run the gamut from simply allowing us to study FID free
of an excitation background signal, to potentially serving as a modulator in a freeelectron laser, with the possibility of increasing XUV-IR pulse synchronization in
these light sources to the femtosecond precision level [42, 43].
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